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**Earth Science**

- **794714** BELOW THE EDGE OF DARKNESS: A Memoir of Exploring Light and Life in the Deep Sea, By Edith Widder. A pioneering marine biologist takes us down into the deep ocean to understand bioluminescence—the language of light that helps life communicate in the darkness—and what it tells us about the future of life on Earth. 18 pages of color photos. 329 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00

**SOLD OUT**

- **7817207** LAPIDARISM: The Secret Lives of Stones, By Hettie Judah. Inspired by the lapidaries of the ancient world, this work is a beautifully designed collection of true stories about 60 different stones that have shaped and influenced our shared history. Through the realms of art, myth, geology, philosophy, and power, the story of humanity can be told through the minerals and the materials that allowed us to evolve and create. Illus. 336 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00

$21.95

**SOLD OUT**

- **7802552** SIX DEGREES: Our Future on a Hotter Planet, By Mark Lynas. Argues that by the end of this century, the planet will heat up between 1.4 and 5.8 degrees Celsius. While six degrees doesn’t sound like much, a degree rise in Earth’s average temperature would be enough to reshape the world almost beyond recognition, as outlined here. 335 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$4.95

**SOLD OUT**

- **787765X** SACRED COW: The Case for (Better) Meat, By D. Rodgers & R. Wolf. Points out the flaws in our current food system and in the proposed “solutions.” Reveals contrarian but science-based findings, such as: meat and animal fat are essential for our bodies; a sustainable food system cannot exist without animals; a vegan diet may destroy more life than sustainable cattle farming; and more. 306 pages. BenBella. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

$4.95

**SOLD OUT**

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

**★** means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>4.225%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>7%</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the current total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.

There are currently no states where we are required to collect a delivery fee.


**4901708 MOON: Owners’ Workshop Manual.** By David M. Harland. Reviews how our understanding of the Moon has developed from classical to modern times and it follows our accelerating rate of discovery about our nearest celestial neighbor. New readers will be impressed, it chronicles this story of discovery and looks forward to the establishment of a permanently occupied lunar base that will be part of our future in space as a possible venturing further. 172 pages. Harvard. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.99 $18.95

**7751651 FIRE IN THE SKY: Cosmic Collisions, Killer Asteroids, and the Race to Defend Earth.** By Gordon L. Dillow. A scientific adventure story that explores the little-known effects of ancient asteroid impacts, like the one that wiped out the dinosaurs, to mountaintop observatories where professional asteroid hunters seek their prey, to sightings of asteroids that sometimes explode in the Earth's atmosphere. Photos, more in color. 277 pages. Scribner. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

**7781695 THE INVISIBLE UNIVERSE: Where’s More to Reality Than Meets the Eye?** By Jeff Miller. A truly extraordinary journey through the 99% of the cosmos we can’t see, revealing entirely new galaxies, cosmic prehistory, black holes and supernovae – a quest for knowledge thousands of years in the telling. Bothwell uncovers mysteries of the Universe as we have never seen them before. Illus. some in color. 306 pages. Orion. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 7970706 ON THE REVOLUTIONS OF THE HEAVENLY SPHERES.** By Nicolaus Copernicus. A great work that sparked the Scientific Revolution by presenting the idea that the planets of the solar system revolve around the sun. It is a milestone in our understanding of fundamental truths and the place of humanity in the universe. Univers. Illus. 308 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $32.00 $16.95

**5959016 ENCOUNTERS: Experiences with Nonhuman Intelligences.** By Diana Walsh Pasulka. A riveting exploration of the leading science of nonhuman life, and a bold glimpse of the future of humanity in a universe where we are far from alone. 248 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**1907727 ROCKET AGE: The Race to the Moon and What It Took to Get There.** By George N. pup. describes the history of spaceflight innovation from Robert Goddard’s early experiments, through World War II and the work of Wernher von Braun and his German engineers to the impressive improvements made by Sergei Korolov and his team and culminating with the historical Moon walk made by Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 227 pages. Scribner. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95 $15.95

**7790176 QUANTUM FUZZ: The Strange True Makeup of Everything Around Us.** By Michael S. Walter. Describes in layperson’s terms the strange phenomena that exist at the quantum level — tiny particles that exist in nothing and are absolutely unpredictable, where we rethink causality, and where information seemingly travels faster than light. Well illus. 446 pages. Prometheus. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4988141 BEYOND: The Astonishing Story of the First Human to Leave Our Planet and Journey into Space.** By Stephen Walker. Tells the thrilling story behind the epic flight of Yuri Gagarin — on extensive original research and the vivid testimony of eyewitnesses, many of whom have never spoken before, Walker unpacks the secrets that were hidden for decades and takes the reader into the drama of one of humanity’s greatest achievements. Illus. 502 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**7923317 INTERSTELLAR: The Search for Extraterrestrial Life and Our Future in the Stars.** By Avi Loeb. Combining cutting-edge science, physics, and philosophy, in this work offers an intrepid new approach to our search for extraterrestrial life and our preparation for its discovery. The end result is an eye-opening account of our future, as our understanding of the universe and our place in it, because it is more interesting than we could have imagined. Illus. most in color. 218 pages. Smithsonian. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


**7946358 THE LITTLE BOOK OF ALIENS.** By Adam Frank. Gives us everything we need to know from the scientific origins of the search for extraterrestrial intelligence, the contactee phenomenon, the Kardashev Scale, and the James Webb Telescope, to UFOs, conspiracy theories, what aliens might look like, and the existential risk of making contact with them. 200 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**7940087 THE COSMOS EXPLAINED: A History of the Universe from Its Beginnings to Today and Beyond.** By Charles S. James. Illustrated tour of the life of the universe, the marvels of our vast universe, this account charts a course through space and time, from the moment of the Big Bang through the birth of stars and solar systems, the evolution of life on Earth, and the far future. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Ivy Press. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $25.00 $7.95
Anthropology

7826273 JIVARO: Head-Hunters of the Amazon. By Bertrand Fournier. The Jivaro Indians, of the Peru-Ecuador frontier have long been renowned for their ferocity and cruelty in war; they are also shamanistic, communing with ancient spirits through the ingestion of potent hallucinogens. But their spirits are best known for their magical brand of death magic; the severing and shrinking of human heads. This volume chronicles an expedition to the Amazon to locate and study the Jivaro Indians. Photos. 144 pages. Creation Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

7950590 THE ATOMS OF LANGUAGE: The Mind’s Hidden Rules of Grammar. By Mark C. Baker. Shows how researchers have used the theory of one of the world’s greatest linguists, Noam Chomsky, to reveal that the similarities among languages are more profound than the differences. 276 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

7822253 AN ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF LOADED LANGUAGE: Learn to Hear What’s Left Unsaid. By study of loaded language, Alamosans. The battle cries of our culture wars are rife with “loaded language,” be it blatan, sát, or sneaky. Bouncing off context, or you’ll miss what Alamosans find more frightening still: words that erase accountability, history, even what they leave unsaid. Illus. 86 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95

7292656 BETWEEN APE AND HUMAN: An Anthropologist on the Trail of a Hidden Humanoid. By Gregory Forth. Follow Forth on the trail of this mystery humanoid, and the space they occupy in the islanders’ culture as well as natural environment as well as supernatural powers. Explores Lio culture and language, zoology, and natural history, and he comes to a startling and controversial conclusion. Photos. 279 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95

7886408 FIRST PEOPLE: The Lost History of the Khosan. By Andrew Smith. An invaluable work that reaches from the Middle and later Stone Age to recent times, and exploits the human biology and culture of the margins of history and society. Smith paints a knowledgeable and fascinating portrait of their land occupation, migration, survival strategies and cultural phases. 123 pages. 256 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

7894392 THE UNIVERSAL TRANSLATOR: Everything You Need to Know About 139 Languages That Don’t Really Exist. By Yves Wahlgren. 280 pages. History. A n essential guide to the world of lost languages, one that clarifies the true nature of languages, and why we should be interested in them. 280 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

782842X THE LAST SPEAKERS: The Quest to Save the World’s Most Endangered Languages, By K. David Harrison. 302 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

7907107 ELEMENTARY: The Periodic Table Explained. By James M. Russell. In accessible terms, the author lays bare the construction of the table itself and the makeup of each of its vital elements, and gives us a compelling tour of the scientific who uncovered the deep secrets. From aluminum to zirconium, discover the stories behind the building blocks that make up our world. 186 pages. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

7811417 CHEMICAL MAGIC, SECOND EDITION. By Leonard A. Ford. Provides a clear and careful explanation for creating cold fire, a disappearing flame and dust explosions; dissolving a glass in water; turning milk and wine into gruel; producing mysterious balloons, heavy air, magic eggs; and more. Also outlines directions and safety precautions for each trick. Illus. 109 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

7819909 HELDONIAN: Making Sense of the Quantum Theory for Young Scientists. By Carlo Rovelli. One of the world’s most renowned theoretical physicists. Carlo Rovelli has a deep knowledge of the quantum theory and has written a book that is accessible to a wide audience. This book is written for students and the general public who want to understand the quantum theory. 233 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00

4920188 GENESIS: The Story of How Everything Began. By Guido Tonelli. From the origins of the universe, to the emergence of life on Earth to the development of human language, Tonelli both explains the fundamental physics of our universe and marvels at the profound wonder of our existence. 223 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00

LIMITED QUANTITY 7970773 SPECIAL AND GENERAL RELATIVITY. By Albert Einstein. Einstein’s groundbreaking theories on relativity that also includes two of his Princeton University lectures, and the paper which led to his famous special theory of relativity, 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

7814668 FANTASTIC NUMBERS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM. By David Acheson. From Zero to Infinity. By Anthony Padilla. An irreverent cosmic tour of nine of the most extraordinary numbers in physics, offering a startling picture of how the universe works. A lively introduction to the part of mathematics that probe the deepest aspects of the most fundamental units of the universe. Illus. 340 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00

7779240 QUANTUM BULLSH*T: How to Ruin Your Life with Advice from Quantum Physics. By Frank Wilczek. Offers the reader a simple yet profound exploration of reality based on the deep revelations of modern science. With clarity and an infectious sense of joy, Wilczek guides us through the essential concepts that form the basis of understanding what the world is and how it works. 254 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00


487157X THE JANUS POINT: A New Theory of Quantum Matter. By Richard P. Feynman. In this book, Feynman offers a new theory of light and matter, a theory that is both simple and profound. The theory that Feynman proposes is based on the idea that light is a quantum field, and that all matter is made up of quantum fields. This theory is not only simple, but also profound, because it offers a new way of understanding the world. 262 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00


782562S GOD AND THE ATOM. By Victor J. Stenger. This classic book is a part of the true history of science, and has been one of the most important books on the subject. Stenger was a science writer and a leading opponent of religion. 782 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00


7721668 THE BIGGEST IDEAS IN THE UNIVERSE: Space, Time, and Motion. By Sean Carroll. The most trusted explainer of the universe and its place in the universe. Although philosophically much broader, it provides the foundation for the later work of Galileo and Isaac Newton. 256 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00


7916539 THE PRIMACY OF Doubt. By Tim Palmer. Whether we want to predict climate change or market crashes, understand how the brain works, or find a theory that links quantum and cosmological physics, Palmer shows how his vision of mathematical uncertainty provides new insights into some of the deepest problems in science. Illus. 297 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/923
UNWANTED. By Cathy Glass. Lara and her one year old son Arthur are brought to foster care giver Cathy Glass. Lara has fled an abusive relationship and Arthur has suspected non-accidental injuries. Day and night Cathy must monitor Lara whenever she leaves the house. What will it take to care for Arthur, will it be enough for her to keep him? 306 pages. HarperElement.

7897554 | ONE DROP: Shifting the Lens on Race. By Yaba Blay. Explores the extent to which historical, economic, environmental, and political forces shape contemporary racial identities and lived experiences of racial difference. Featuring perspectives from over 60 contributors representing 25 countries and combining candid narratives with striking portraiture, this work provides living testimony to the diversity of Blackness. Fully illus. in color. 266 pages. Haymarket. Paperback. $35.00. Sold Out.

7895444 | ORIVIT: Reaching Out of the Wait. By Jonathan M. Krim. Reveals what it is really like to be a Tibetan in the 21st-century, trying to preserve one’s culture, faith, and language against the depredations of a seemingly unstoppable, technologically all-seengoverning illus. 325 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95. Sold Out.

7895430 | SOUTH TO AMERICA: A Journey Below the Mason-Dixon to Understand the Soul of a Nation. By Imani Perry. Weaving together stories of communities, artists, opportunists, enslaved peoples, and unsung heroes, Perry crafts a tapestry unlike any other. She goes into the hold of an old slave vessel, making a living by re-using, recycling and re-selling. Among them is Farzana Ali Shaikh, a girl who soon becomes one of the best pickers in the community. 260 pages. Astra House. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95. Sold Out.

7893628 | CASTAWAY MOUNTAIN: Love and Loss on therapsters of Mumbai. By Saumya Roy. All of Mumbai’s possessions and memories come to die at the Deonar garbage mountains. Migrants and rag-pickers come to live at the mountains’ edge, making a living by re-using, recycling and re-selling. Among them is Farzana Ali Shaikh, a girl who soon becomes one of the best pickers in the community. 260 pages. Astra House. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95. Sold Out.

7892948 | MYSTERY: A Seduction, a Scream, and a Suggestible Sociopath. By J. D. Vance. Blends psychology, neuroscience, and anthropology to shine a new light on everything from the formulas of our favorite detective shows to the successful advertising campaigns and the calculated risks of the stock market. Illus. 246 pages. Avid Reader. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95. Sold Out.

7891095 | CHINA 1919-1941: The End of an Empire. By Melissa Walker. Explores the events of late Qing, the collapse of the imperial and Eastern European socialism. Underlines its contribution to a better understanding as to why the Cuban system did not itself collapse. Documents this is one of the most important, and more, Cuba’s most important, and more, Cuba’s most important,切断 arts and culture. 316 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95. Sold Out.


7894870 | BUNKER: Building for the End of America. By Mike Barrett. A thought-provoking, chilling, and eerily prescient look at “prepper” communities around the world that are building bunkers as a possible apocalyptic doomsday shelter. The book offers a rational response to global, social, and political systems that are failing to produce credible narratives of continued stability. 316 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95. Sold Out.
★ 78788X BATTLEFIELD CYBER: How China and Russia Are Undermining Our Digital Security, By M.G. McLaughlin & W.J. Holstein. It will take many years and billions of dollars to even begin to secure our IT systems and prevent the cyber attacks. In language that the layman can understand, this book educates Americans about what has happened and inspires them to seek solutions. 286 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $22.95

★ 7929420 SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL WOMEN INVENTORS. Ed. by Edith G. Tolchin. Reveals the real-life stories of 20 successful, modern-day women inventors—stories that demonstrated their inventiveness, ingenuity, and indomitable spirit. Also includes sound advice and guidance from several accomplished invention service providers to further help you protect your inventions. 225 pages. Prometheus. Publishing. Pub. at $14.95

★ 77743X THE TRILLION DOLLAR SILENCER: Why There is So Little Anti-War Protest in the United States. By Joan Roelofs. Investigates the astounding lack of popular protest at the death of military-industrial complex inflicting on people, nations, the environment, and its budget-draining costs. 208 pages. Clarity. Pub. at $27.95

★ 789789X THE BIG 100: The New World of Super-Aging. By William J. Kline. By 2050, the world’s senior population will increase eightfold. Half of today’s young olds can expect to join them thanks to astonishing scientific advances against killers like cancer and cardiovascular disease. It’s going to conquer our pockets, retirement, politics, and more. Illus. 296 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $26.95

★ 7894157 MISEDIMENARLAND: Criminal Courts and Social Control in an Age of Breaching. By Richard Kohler-Hausmann. In the early 1990s, New York City launched an initiative under the banner of Broken Windows policing to dramatically reduce crime and disorder. Its message is that crime is the by-product of disorganization and low-level offenses. Documents the fates of hundreds of thousands of people hauled into lower court criminal cases as a result of this policing experiment. 308 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

★ 7799345 AFTER THE IVORY TOWER FALLS: How College Broke the American Dream and Blew Up Our Politics—and How to Fix It. By William Bunch. Today there are two Americas, separate and unequal, one educated and one not. We see how resentment of elites morphed into a rejection of knowledge itself—and how the explosion in student loan debt fueled major social movements. Lays bare the roots of our political, cultural, and economic division—and charts a path forward. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

★ 7919410 WE WERE ONE FAMILY: A memoir of love, pain, and Child Removal in America. By Roxanna Asgarian. Covers persistent racial biases and corruption as young people of color are separated from birth parents without proper cause. The result is a riveting narrative of loss reported in a system that continues to fail America’s most vulnerable children while upending the lives of 310 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00

★ 7912278 OFF WITH HER HEAD: Three Thousand Years of Demonizing Women and Power. By Eleanor Herman. Explores the patterns that have been operating for more than 3,000 years, and are still operating today. What if we made up the Mississipian Handbook and a oke forward for women to take their full, and fair, place in power once and for all. 374 pages. HarperBusiness. Pub. at $24.95

★ 7876123 CONSPIRACIST MANIFESTO. What if capitalism and its social machine were the story of love, death, and child removal in vulnerable children while upending the lives of people of color are separated from birth parents without proper cause. The result is a riveting narrative of loss reported in a system that continues to fail America’s most vulnerable children while upending the lives of 310 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00

★ 79847TX TRIGGER POINTS: Inside the Mission to Stop Mass Shootings in America. By Marcia F. McCallum. Focuses on specialized teams of forensic psychologists, FBI agents, and other experts who are successfully stopping mass shootings. It offers a hopeful, timely book on regional threats, famous attacks, untold accounts from perpetrators and survivors, and immures you in the confidential threat cases, casting a whole new light on how to solve a grievous problem. 286 pages. Dry. City. Pub. at $27.99

★ 785674X THE SUPER AGE: Decoding Our Divided Future. By Bradley Schurman. Charts the empowering yet often unjust narrative and a deeply reported indictment of a society needs to tear apart the system that continues to fail America’s most vulnerable children while upending the lives of people of color are separated from birth parents without proper cause. The result is a riveting narrative of loss reported in a system that continues to fail America’s most vulnerable children while upending the lives of 310 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00

★ 7879365 DEFINING MOMENTS IN BLACK HISTORY: Reading Between the Lies. By Dick Gregory. Charts the empowering yet often obscured past of the African American experience in an unapologetic and candid voice. A captivating, engrossing collection of provocative essays explores historical movements such as the Great Migration and the Harlem Renaissance. 304 pages. Marietta. Pub. at $12.95

★ 7808674 THE SUPER AGE: Decoding Our Divided Future. By Bradley Schurman. A demographic futurist explains the coming Super Age—when there will be more people who are older than sixty-five than those under the age of eighteen—and explores what could mean for our future through the lens of stagnation, inflation, and accelerated decline of rural communities. 258 pages. HarperBusiness. Pub. at $14.95

★ 79847TX TRIGGER POINTS: Inside the Mission to Stop Mass Shootings in America. By Marcia F. McCallum. Focuses on specialized teams of forensic psychologists, FBI agents, and other experts who are successfully stopping mass shootings. It offers a hopeful, timely book on regional threats, famous attacks, untold accounts from perpetrators and survivors, and immures you in the confidential threat cases, casting a whole new light on how to solve a grievous problem. 286 pages. Dry. City. Pub. at $27.99

★ 7964617 WORKING IT: Sex Workers on the Work of Sex. Ed. by Malinda Blockers et al. Offers an intimate portrait of the lives of sex workers. Packed with first-person essays, interviews, and poetry including some artwork and photographs, this work honors the complexity of lived experiences. Sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes heartbreak, these pieces will go straight to the heart. Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

★ 7796129 THE FOXBOOK OF APPALACHIAN WOMEN: Stories of Landscape and Community in the Mountain South. Ed. by Kari Ahrens. Focusing specifically on the lives of Appalachian women, these remarkable narratives illuminate the Emerald Borders, from writing, place and womanhood, and through generations. As they take on a journey through their lives, these stories offer a sampling of the many expressions of these women’s strength. Photos. 268 pages. UNCP. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

★ 7891854 AMERICAN BABY: A Mother, a Child, and the Shadow History of Adoption. By Gabrielle Glaser. The shocking truth about postwar adoption in America, told through the bitterest secrets of one teenager, the son she was forced to give away, and their search to find each other. Illus. 343 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00

★ 7963323 SOPHISTICATION: A Literary and Cultural History. By Faye Hammel. Explores how a word that once connoted falsification and perversion came to be regarded as signifying distinctive excellence through late antiquity, the Renaissance, and the Enlightenment. This work examines the complexity of lived experiences. Sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes heartbreak, these pieces will go straight to the heart. Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

★ 7917278 OFF WITH HER HEAD: Three Thousand Years of Demonizing Women and Power. By Eleanor Herman. Explores the patterns that have been operating for more than 3,000 years, and are still operating today. What if we made up the Mississipian Handbook and a oke forward for women to take their full, and fair, place in power once and for all. 374 pages. HarperBusiness. Pub. at $24.95

★ 7799345 AFTER THE IVORY TOWER FALLS: How College Broke the American Dream and Blew Up Our Politics—and How to Fix It. By William Bunch. Today there are two Americas, separate and unequal, one educated and one not. We see how resentment of elites morphed into a rejection of knowledge itself—and how the explosion in student loan debt fueled major social movements. Lays bare the roots of our political, cultural, and economic division—and charts a path forward. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

★ 7796129 THE FOXBOOK OF APPALACHIAN WOMEN: Stories of Landscape and Community in the Mountain South. Ed. by Kari Ahrens. Focusing specifically on the lives of Appalachian women, these remarkable narratives illuminate the Emerald Borders, from writing, place and womanhood, and through generations. As they take on a journey through their lives, these stories offer a sampling of the many expressions of these women’s strength. Photos. 268 pages. UNCP. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

★ 7921508 SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL WOMEN INVENTORS. Ed. by Edith G. Tolchin. Reveals the real-life stories of 20 successful, modern-day women inventors—stories that demonstrated their inventiveness, ingenuity, and indomitable spirit. Also includes sound advice and guidance from several accomplished invention service providers to further help you protect your inventions. 225 pages. Prometheus. Publishing. Pub. at $14.95

★ 7799345 AFTER THE IVORY TOWER FALLS: How College Broke the American Dream and Blew Up Our Politics—and How to Fix It. By William Bunch. Today there are two Americas, separate and unequal, one educated and one not. We see how resentment of elites morphed into a rejection of knowledge itself—and how the explosion in student loan debt fueled major social movements. Lays bare the roots of our political, cultural, and economic division—and charts a path forward. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
See more titles at erhbc.com/923
SOCIAL SCIENCE


★ 1983567 HONEY TRAPPED. By Henry R. Schlesinger. 360 pages. Rare Bird. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95


★ Early Childhood. Unwanted Advances: Sexual Paria Comes to Campus. By Laura Kipnis. 245 pages. Verso. Paperback. $3.95


★ 1972682 HOW TO SOLVE A CRIME: Real Cases from the Cutting Edge of Forensics. By Angelo Galuppo. 16 pages of photos. 260 pages. Hoolder. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


★ 7747152 APOPHRODIA: Why We Reject the Poor Instead of Helping Them. By Adela Cortina. 192 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95


★ 7810245 THE SOUL OF A WOMAN. By Isabel Allende. LARGE PRINT EDITION. So what feels the soul of feminists—and all women—today? To be safe, to be valued, to live in peace, to have their own resources, to be connected to their bodies, their lives, and above all, to be loved. On all these fronts, there is much work yet to be done and in this work Allende hopes this will light the spark. 224 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

★ 7812965 THE EMERGENCY: A Year of Healing and Heartbreak in a Chicago ER. By Thomas Larson. LP. Unabridged. 100% original audio content. Only the story of a dramatic year in the life of a Chicago ER but the primer in health care that we all need. Full of heartbreaking stories, compelling personal narrative, and controversial analysis, this is a mind-opening work that offers a fresh vision of health care as a foundation of social justice. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $35.88 $24.95


★ 7878753 PSYCHOLOGY: 50 Essential Ideas. By E. Ralls & T. Collins. Readers are introduced to the fascinating world of psychology with topics ranging from structuralism to groupthink and featuring ideas from psychologists including Sigmund Freud, Abraham Maslow, and Carl Rogers. This essential guide will bring you up to speed and give you the tools you need for success. 752 pages. Illus. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

★ 7876440 THE EGO-LESS SELF: Achieving Peace & Tranquility greatest grand plan. All Understanding. By Cardwell C. Nuckols. A journey of discovery and a return to the deepest truth. Looks closely at the notion of “spiritual transformation.” It also shows how the ego develops over time to cause suffering in our lives. Once the ego is stripped away, the pathways to the self—heart, mind, and action—can begin to open. 602 pages. Health Communications. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


7957653 GET IT DONE: Surprising Lessons from the Science of Motivation. By Ayellet Fishbach. The psychological framework for self-motivated action, explaining how to identify the right goals, attack the “middle problem,” battle temptations, use the help of others around you, and strategize for pulling yourself in whatever direction you want to go so you can achieve your goals. 286 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

★ 7925530 AUTISM FOR ADULTS: An Approachable Guide to Living Excellently on the Spectrum. By Bessel van der Kolk. A pioneering researcher transforms our understanding of autism and offers a bold new paradigm for healing. van der Kolk uses recent scientific advances to show how trauma literally reshapes both body and mind. He explores innovative techniques to help you improve your life. 445 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $14.95

★ 7838727 THE INFLUENCING MACHINE: James Tilley Matthews and the Air Loom. By Mike Jay. Confined to Bedlam in 1779, Matthews was regarded as a madman. But his story offers a window into the complex spatial world of mental health, which he entirely real. 283 pages. Strage Attractor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

★ 1907883 UNDERSTANDING PSYCHOSIS: Issues and Challenges for Sufferers, Families, and Professional. By Abigail Gordon. No one takes a look at psychosis and how it has been handled over the last century or so. Beginning with a definition of psychosis and moving to a consideration of common misperceptions, this book is for those who suffer from it and those who care for them. 197 pages. Soundz. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95
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Architectural Surveys

**775076X** FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT ON THE WEST COAST. By Mark Anthony Wilson. This comprehensive survey of Wright's West Coast legacy features biographies of his key clients, deepening our understanding of Wright's relationships with Wright, including insights gleaned from correspondence with the original owners and interviews with many of the current owners. Color photos. 224 pages. Gibbs Smith. 11x12¼. Pub. at $55.00

**7872518** JOCK PETERS: ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN: THE VARIETIES OF MODERNISM. By Christopher Long. Examines Peter's work in Germany in Hamburg before World War II, including his design for the Lehnitzhaus, in Berlin while at the office of Peter Behrens; and later, after the war, his brick Expressionist projects for Fritz Hoff. 300 pages. Bauer. £19.95

**8018141** EHRICK K. RÖSSITTER: Designs for Modern Living 1880-1930. By Ann Y. Smith. Well illus., some in color. 219 pages. Garnet Hill. 9x10¼. $11.95


**7829264** GAUDI. By Judith Carmel-Arthur. 112 pages. Orange Hippo. 5x7¾. Pub. at $16.95

Regional Architectural Styles


Monographs on Architects

**7750374** ANTONIO GAUDI: Master Architect. By Juan Bassogongo. Notes on his life and works of Gaudi, along with a brief overview of the modernist architecture of Barcelona’s cityscape. Covers the entire range of his work, from the Park Guell to the Church of the Sagrada Familia. Color illus. 4¼x4½. Pub. at $49.00

**7924151** ANDREW GELLER: Deconstructed. By Jake Gorst. A career that lasted over fifty years, Andrew Geller, architect, artist and designer, quietly produced a large and culturally significant body of work. Complete with stories and images not only of his now famous beach houses, but also of the many lesser known buildings and early artworks, making this the definitive volume of Geller’s work. Illus. Glitterati. 8x10½. Pub. at $60.00

**7853374** FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT’S WISCONSIN: How America’s Most Famous Architect Found Inspiration in His Home State. By Kristin Hansen. Wright’s organic architecture remains rooted in Wisconsin’s landscape, from affordable-housing prototypes in Milwaukee to his summer home and architecture school in Spring Green. This guide to Wright’s designs that aims and sculpts are defined in Barcelona’s cityscape. Covers the entire range of his work, from the Park Guell to the Church of the Sagrada Familia. Color illus. 215 pages. Glitterati. 8x10½. Pub. at $60.00

Medical Science

**7850298** THE COGNITIVE NEUROPSYCHIATRY OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE. By Patrick McNamara. Offers an up-to-date review of current knowledge of such neuropsychiatric manifestations of Parkinson’s Disease as cognitive deficits, personality changes, speech and language symptoms, sleep disorders, apathy, psychosis, and depression. 231 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $45.00

**7836279** NOTES ON NURSING: What It Is, and What It Is Not. By Florence Nightingale. The last published work of Florence Nightingale, the originator and founder of modern nursing, comes a collection of notes that played an important part of the much needed revolution in the field of nursing. 140 pages. Dover. Paperback.

**7909792** JOURNEY OF THE MIND: How Thinking Emerged from Chaos. By O. Ogus & S. Gada. Reveals why consciousness is not the result of brain activity, but arises through a process of self-organization. 448 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $24.95

**7854005** BEYOND THE SELF: Conversations Between Buddhism and Neuroscience. By Andrew W. Siegel. Offers the authors’ perspectives on the mind, the self, consciousness, the unconscious, free will, epistemology, mediation, and neuroplasticity, and several conversations that stage an enlightening and engaging encounter between Buddhism’s wealth of experiential findings and neuroscience’s abundance of experimental results. Illus. 282 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $29.95

**7779296** HOW THE MIND CHANGED: A Human History of Our Evolving Brain. By Joseph B. Fagan. A seven-million-year journey through our own heads, packed with vivid stories, groundbreaking science, and thrilling surprises. Discover how memory has also remade the brain, and how meditation rewires our synapses, climate accounts for linguistic diversity, and how autism teaches us fully positive lessons about our past and future, and more. 310 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

**7850247** THE BRAIN IN CONTEXT: A Pragmatic Guide to Neuroscience. By J.D. Moreno & J. Schulkin. Provides an accessible and thought provoking account of the evolution of neuroscience and the neurosciences. The authors emphasize that the brain is not an isolated organ it extends into every part of the body and every aspect of human life. It’s a stimulating and thought-provoking exploration of what we know about what we think. 270 pages. Columbia. Pub. at $30.00

**7759347** FORGETTING: The Benefits of Not Remembering. By Scott A. Small. A renowned neuroscientist explains why our routine forgettings are not a brain failure but actually, when combined with memory, one of the mind’s most beneficial functions. Forgetting is in fact good for us – and it is a required function for our minds to work best. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**7843461** THE HUMAN BODY IN MINUTES: 200 Key Concepts Illustrated and Explained in an Instant. By Tom Jackson. The quick and easy way to learn everything you need to know about the anatomy, physiology, and science of the body, from cells to the system. With 200 anatomical images and diagrams that show and explain the workings and key features of our bodies. 416 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**7906978** THE BRAIN: An Illustrated History of Neuroscience. By Tom Jackson. Tracks the history of neuroscience, which investigate how the brain controls the body, as shown in figure 200. With discoveries to come. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**4983157** SPARE PARTS: In Praise of Your Appendix and Other Unappreciated Organs. By Carol Ann Rinzler. Sheds light on human body parts once considered extraneous but now recognized as an important role in our day-to-day health. With wit and research-honed wisdom, Rinzler explains in layman’s language why we actually need “bonus” body parts such as the appendix, the coccyx, and wisdom teeth.

**7948182** THE SLEEPING BEAUTIES: And Other Stories of Mystery Illness. By Suzanne O’Sullivan. O’Sullivan investigates psychosomatic disorders, traveling the world to visit communities suffering from these so-called mystery illnesses. From a destitute post-Soviet mining town to Nicaragua to Colombia. She records the remarkable stories of symptoms, and the people from all walks of life. 328 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $28.00

**7942265** SWITCH CRAFT: The Hidden Power of Mental Agility. By Elaine Fox. The four pillars—Mental Agility, Self-Awareness, Emotional Intelligence, and Neuroplasticity—work together to teach us how to move beyond rigid thinking by adopting flexible patterns of thought. Filled with illuminating case studies and engaging stories that offer the essential tools for navigating a chaotic world. 337 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

**7961200** THE ANATOMY STUDENT’S REVISION WORKBOOK, VOLUME ONE. By Ken Ashwell. Allows you to test your knowledge of the core material and to reinforce your understanding of key concepts. Exercises are graded by each section and subsection opens with an illustrated summary, incorporating and defining the key terms. A mixture of quiz questions, and self-assessment exercises follow. Answers are included. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Quarto. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95
Compuers Books


193942X WHAT CAN BE COMPUTED? A Practical Guide to the Theory of Computation. By John MacCormick. For undergraduates who are studying the subject for the first time, and requiring minimal prerequisites, this work focuses on the essential fundamentals of computer science theory and features a practical approach that uses real applications (computer vision and Java) and encourages active experimentation. Illus. 383 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $55.00.


7907597 GEOMETRY: Understanding Shapes and Sizes. By Mike Goldsmith. Starts with the simple task of dividing up a ground for making fields and a building–the word geometry means “Earth measurement.” It ends by navigating us through new universes constructed entirely from mathematics, drawing us in to new worlds where lines are straight, and a donut and coffee cup are exactly the same shape. Ages 12 & up. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

190731X THE CIRCLE: A Mathematical Exploration Beyond the Line. By A. Poenaru et al. & G. Graziosi. Describes in layperson’s terms the many intriguing properties of this fundamental shape. If math has intimidated you, this is the ideal text to help you appreciate the discipline through one of its most important elements–the circle. Illus. 394 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $12.95.

190731X THE WORLD’S MOST MUSICAL MATH PROBLEM. By Paul J. Nahin. For centuries, mathematicians the world over have tried, and failed, to solve the zeta-3 problem. This work takes you on a historical journey and explains the mathematical conundrum, and exact solution to which would have critical implications for applications in physics and engineering. Illus. 320 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $17.95.

7807578 PROBABILITY & STATISTICS: How to Solve Everyday Problems. By Tony Crilly. Shows how we can use the power of math to make sense of the world and predict what might happen next. Begins with the ancient problems of gambling, continues with the famous names and ideas of Pascal, Girolamo Cardano, and Pierre de Fermat, and takes us through a whole range of other problems, from making predictions in the real world to understanding probability. “What does it all mean”–leading to statistics. Well illus. some in color. 184 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

790452X 50 MATH IDEAS YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW. By Tony Crilly. In a series of 30 accessible essays, the author explains and introduces the five key concepts in modern and theoretical, practical, and everyday, esoteric–that allow us to understand the world around us. 208 pages. Quercus, Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

7928483 MATH BUNDELG: A Story of Superiority Over Machines. By Janis Maben. A fresh exploration into the “human nature versus technology” debate, revealing an unexpected advantage that we have over machines we never expected. Written by a mathematician at mathematics. 339 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95.

1938567 THE MATH BEHIND...: Discover the Mathematics of Everyday Events. By Colin Beveridge. From DNA testing to the economics of beer pumps, and can do work uncovers the math behind the everyday, revealing your curiosity about everything from weather forecasts to rollercoasters. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Fiery. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

7935149 ESCAPE FROM MODEL LAND: How Mathematical Models Can Lead Us Astray and What We Can Do About It. By Erica Thompson. Shows how relying naively on models to tell us what to do. Thompson demonstrates how models can lead us astray and shows how we can take back control and set expectations as much as they reflect science or the world itself. It means that we must develop a keener understanding of their limits to use them. Well illus. 248 pages. FSG, Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

7881894 A DIVINE LANGUAGE: Learning Algebra, Geometry, and Calculus at the Edge of Old Age. By Alec Wilkinson. Decades after struggling to understand math as a boy, Wilkinson decides to embark on a journey to learn it as a middle-aged man. What begins as a personal challenge soon transforms into something greater than a belated effort to learn math. Soon, his exercise in personal growth morphs into an intellectually expansionary exploration. 287 pages. FSG, Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00.

7840845 IN PURSUIT OF ZETA-3: The World’s Most Unsolved Math Problem. By Paul J. Nahin. Drawing on precise examples, historical anecdotes, and even occasionally poetry, Nahin sheds light on the rich history and tribulations of mathematicians who have approached one of the field’s great unsolved riddles, this account will tantalize curious math enthusiasts everywhere. 261 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $26.95.

7911947 MATH WITH BAD DRAWINGS: Illuminating the Ideas that Shape Our Reality. By Ben Orlin. With tools that are unorthodox: stick-figure cartoons, true stories, and six million jokes, and beneath it all, the empathy of a veteran teacher who believes that math should belong to everyone. Well illus. in color. 367 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

7835140 FINDING FIBONACCI: The Quest to Rediscover the Forgotten Mathematical Genius Who Changed the World. By Keith Devlin. The life and legacy of the Medieval mathematician Leonardo of Pisa, popularly known as Fibonacci, whose work Liber abaci, introduced modern mathematics to the Western world, helped drive the West as the cradle of science, technology and commerce, yet he vanished from the pages of history. Illus. 241 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.


7824849 MATHEMATICS: All That Matters. By Mikko Alstok. By looking at some of the history of mathematical studies into what we come to know mathematics and key ideas in mathematics itself, this work will help you come to understand its nature a little better. Perhaps after reading this book you’ll consider a little more. Illus. 152 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

793775X MAKE: Trigonometry. By J. Horváth & R. Cameron. Uses 3D printable models and available physical objects like wire and cardboard tubes to develop intuition. Readers will imagine the process of the people who invented them. From DNA testing to the economics of beer pumps, and can do work uncovers the math behind the everyday, revealing your curiosity about everything from weather forecasts to rollercoasters. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Fiery. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.
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THE THRALL OF NUMBERS. By C. Z. Calwell. A lively exploration of the origins and uses of numbers in various cultures. 284 pages. Princeton. Hardcover. Pub. at $30.95. PRICE CUT TO $22.95


SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN MATH SERIES. A collection of articles from Scientific American on various mathematical topics. 400 pages. Scientific American. Hardcover. Pub. at $45.00. PRICE CUT TO $30.00

* THIS WEEK ONLY! 10% OFF"
Fishing & Hunting


**A Prepper’s Guide to Shotguns: How to Properly Choose, Maintain, and Use These Firearms in Emergency Situations.** By Robert K. Campbell. Explores specialized shotguns that are appropriate, and suburan environments, with tips on how to use them in each context. Whether at home or in a survival scenario, these shotguns are the best for defense. Campbell also offers expert tips on how to improve your marksmanship in your firearms; crucial gun safety rules; and more. Well illus. in color. 180 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

**The Ultimate Guide to Knife Throwing.** By Bobby Branton. In addition to improving one’s technical skills, this guide will give readers a brief history covering the pioneers of the sport to today’s modern imitators. It will also give you all the tools you need to learn everything from the basics of throwing to starting your own club. Well illus. most in color. 107 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

**The Gun Book for Parents.** By Sabina Colani et al. This volume written at parents whose children have read “The Gun Book for Boys” and want to get started shooting. It is a straightforward treatment of the alert concern about firearms and shooting, training, and legal issues to cost, pitfalls and benefits. Photos. Shooting Sportman, 8½x11¼. Pub. at $16.95. $3.95

**The Gun Book for Parents, Second Edition.** By Sabina Colani, John Allen. This volume written at parents whose children have read “The Gun Book for Boys” and want to get started shooting. It is a straightforward treatment of the alert concern about firearms and shooting, training, and legal issues to cost, pitfalls and benefits. Photos. Shooting Sportman, 8½x11¼. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

**An Angler’s Guide to Smart Baits: Tips and Tactics on Fishing Twenty-First Century Artificialis.** By Angelo Peluso. Takes readers through the most modern baits and techniques, and explains the technology and functionality behind modern artificial hard and soft baits. Peluso also includes tactics and techniques for fishing more traditional baits. Fully illus. with nostalgic, humorous and informative sections. Illus. 184 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**Knives 2022, 42nd Edition: 700+ Stunning Photos with Color Illus. 224 pages. Amber. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

**SMALL ARMS: The World’s Greatest Small Arms.** By Brian McMillen. This guide is a must for any firearm enthusiast, hunter, firearm collector, or gun enthusiast. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

**Tales of Southern Rivers.** By Zane Grey. First published in 1924, America’s master storyteller of the Old West recounts his tales of fishing in the Gulf of Mexico, the Everglades, and on remote rivers in the jungles of Mexico. Photos. 249 pages. Derydale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

**Winchester’s 30-30, Model 94: The Rifle America Loves.** By Sam Fadala. The Winchester Model 94 is a classic, and its revolutionary 30-30 cartridge changed the world of shooting forever. This is the whole story, tracing the development of the most popular American hunting and cowhand rifle ever designed, and discussing sights, ammunition, and cleaning procedures, as well as telling you how to hunt large and small game. Photos. 223 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $21.95

**A River Runs Through It: The Story of the AR-15.** By C. McWhorter & Z. Elinson. The AR-15, revealing the broad appeal of the AR-15, the awful havoc it wreaks, and the politics of trying to protect everyday people from mass shootings. The result is a moral history of capitalism, technology, freedom, profit, and weaponry.


**Orvis from Lure to Fly: Fishing for Spinning and Baitcast Anglers.** By Dave Kazanczy. Color photos. 226 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95


**The World’s Greatest Small Arms: The Story of the AR-15.** By Brian McMillen. This guide is a must for any firearm enthusiast, hunter, firearm collector, or gun enthusiast. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95


**Sold Out Illuminated by Water: Flying Fishing and the Natural World.** By Malachy Tallock. 262 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. $7.95


**The Marine Mammals, Fish & Reptiles Encyclopedia of Time and Turtles: An Evolutionary History and Care in Captivity.** By D.A. Ebert & M. Dando. This field guide covers all 146 species found. Detailed species accounts describing key identification features, habitat, biological and natural history. Essential reference for fisheries management, trade regulation and shark conservation. Fully illus. in color. 385 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.50. $9.95

**SeaHorses: Mysteries of the Oceans.** By Catherine Walls. The seahorse is one of nature’s most startling creations. It is a voracious eating machine, deadly to small shrimps, eating up to 300 in an hour. To go hunting, seahorses use an open water and ensure the survival of the next generation, it is the male that becomes pregnant—a solution almost unique in the animal kingdom. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Comstock. Paperbound. $18.95

Farm & Domesticated Animals

7869324 THE CHICKEN WHISPERER’S GUIDE TO ZERO-WASTE CHICKEN KEEPING. By A.G. Schneider & B. McCrea. This essential guide collects the Chicken Whisperer’s own personal tips, tricks, and suggestions for reducing, reusing, and recycling everything. With these step-by-step insights, your life with chickens will be more fulfilling, less expensive, and less stressful. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Quarry. Pbk. $19.99 $12.95

7791486 THE PIG: A Natural History. By Richard Lutwyche. Provides a snout to tail natural history of this important species, from the prehistoric “hell pig” to today’s placid porker, covering the pig’s natural history, role in human life, and its many breeds. Fully illus., in color. 224 pages. Princeton. Pbk. $27.95 $19.95

7920385 THE CHICKEN CHICK’S GUIDE TO BACKYARD CHICKENS: Simple Steps for Healthy, Happy Hens. By Kathy Shea Mormino. Takes enthusiasts through all aspects of small-flock ownership: researching, feeding, housing, flock health, and more. Fully illus., in color. 180 pages. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperbound. $24.95 $17.95

7702930 PROVEN TECHNIQUES FOR KEEPING HEALTHY CHICKENS. By Carissa Bonham. Boiling down chicken-keeping to the basics, Bonham offers advice ranging from how to grow your flock using a broody hen to directions for making a nestbox herb blend that will keep pests at bay. Her approach to chicken-keeping focuses on keeping hens happy and healthy using natural methods, which she shares here with her readers. Fully illus., in color. 229 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pbk. $16.99 $6.95

7882920 LET’S KEEP ALL CHICKENS! The Down-to-Earth Guide to Natural Products and a Happier World. By Dalia Monterroso. Discover the ease and joy of adding backyard chickens to your life! Monterroso has designed humans in countless ways throughout history, and they still can. Monterroso presents an inclusive and intuitive guide to keeping chickens, no matter where you are or what resources you have. Fully illus., in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pbk. $16.99 $12.95

1921568 GOAT SCHOOL: A Master Class in Caprine Care and Cooking. By Janice Spaulding. Goat ownership has never been easier thanks to this one-of-a-kind resource for the caprine curious. The ultimate in-home, part cookbook, and perfect for homesteaders or families looking to own goats for fun or function. Illus. 200 pages. Down East. Paperbound. Pbk. $19.95 $9.95

8028502 RABBITs: The Animal Answer Guide. By S. Lampion & J. Steinfelder. This comprehensive guide will help you learn about the rabbit’s anatomy and physiology, evolutionary history, ecology, and behavior, as well as about rabbit-human relationships. Illus. Some in color. 335 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperbound. Pbk. $24.95 $19.95


Animals

7962118 WILD FAMILY: Seven Stories of Extraordinary Animal Friendships. By A.S. Brown & M. Dunlop. A companion to J.M. Greene’s reminds us that friendships aren’t just for humans. When the struggles of living in the wild are removed, all kinds of animals can become best buds. This collection of extraordinary stories and amazing photographs chronicles seven such interspecies friendships. 64 pages. Pbk. $6.95

785675X VENOMOUS ANIMALS OF THE WORLD. By Steve Backshall. From the mighty King Cobra, which can reach over five meters in length, down to the diminutive but lethal Black Widow Spider, a natural history expert takes a fascinating look at more than 60 of the most venomous creatures across the world’s continents. Illus. 160 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pbk. $15.95 $9.95

7834680 WILDLIFE OF THE ARCTIC. By R. Sale & P. Michel. A must-have for the Northern traveler, covering the Arctic wildlife of Alaska, Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Scandinavia and Russia. Features over 800 color photos illustrating more than 1,000 species, 60 territorial mammals and 30 seals and whales. Descriptions for each species that give identification details and information on breeding and wintering grounds. 335 pages. William & Columbia. Pbk. $5.95

7884513 PESTS: How Humans Create Animal Villains. By Bethany Brookshire. An engrossing, revealing look at why we label certain animals pests—from cats to rats, elephants to pigeons—and what this tells us about our lives, and place in the natural world. It’s a story about human nature and how we have to come to categorize the animals in our midst, including bears, coyotes, and more. Blu-ray. $8.95

Blu-ray 7835817 THE HUNT. Widescreen. From the producers of Frozen Planet and Planet Earth, this series reveals the most surprising and significant events in the natural world in astonishing detail. See the dramatic encounters of predator and prey in an entirely new light. Collects all seven episodes. Nearly 6 hours on two Blu-rays. BBC Earth. $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/923
See more titles at erhbc.com/923

DVD  779003X  FELLOWSHIP OF THE WHALES: NATURE. In Hawaii, where new land is born as volcanic birth takes place. This documentary follows the first baby humback whale's life. Over the 12 months she will learn many skills. During this time, the two of them will make a several thousand mile journey together to Alaska's southeast coast and back, 55 minutes. Questar.  $7.95

7850335  DINOSAUR TRACKS: The Next Steps, Ed. by Peter L. FALKHOLM. The latest advances in our understanding of dinosaur trackways are showcased in this comprehensive and timely volume, in which leading researchers and research groups around the world present their latest studies in the discovery of dinosaur tracks. Well illus. in color. 418 pages. INJP.  $19.95

12½x11. Pub. at $50.00

781681  NEW WORLD MONKEYS: The Evolutionary Odyssey. By Alfred Rosemberger. Brings to life the beauty of evolution and biodiversity in action among South and Central American primates, who are now recognized as among the 16 living genera of New World monkeys and a fossil record that shows that their ancestors have lived in the same ecological niches for up to 20 million years. Only to now find themselves imperiled by the extinction crisis. Well illus. some in color. 334 pages. Free Press.  $45.00

7958153  JUST LIKE US: A Veterinarian's Visual Memoir of Our Vanishing Great Ape Relatives. By Rick Quin. Quin, a world-renowned authority on great apes, focuses on the animal kingdom. These zany portraits are divided into three main areas, portraits, and illustrations. Full color. 183 pages. MIT Press.  $29.95

7954891  PIGCASSO: The Painting Pig That Saved a Sanctuary. By Joanne Latson. This is the extraordinary, big-hearted tale of a human-crafted artwork designed by a beloved pig that brings success to a struggling sanctuary. Full color. 50 pages. Mobius.  $29.99

*$7956776  ASIA’S GREATEST WILDLIFE SANCTUARIES.  By F. Lai & B. Olsen. Brings you on an unparalleled odyssey across Asia where national parks spread across fourteen Asian countries. It is the result of over twenty years of wildlife work and travel. Fully illus in color. 485 pages. Princeton.  $34.99

SOLD OUT

HANDBOOK OF MAMMALS OF MADAGASCAR. By Nick Garbutt. This work covers all 217 native species. The species accounts are up to date and include description, identification, habitat, distribution, behavior, and where to see the species. Also includes chapters on Madagascar’s regions and habitats, threats to the mammals, conservation and protected areas, and important mammal-watching sites, as well as a section on extinct species. Fully illus in color. 408 pages. Princeton.  $49.95

7890391  MESOZOCIC ART: Dinosaurs and Other Ancient Animals in Art. Ed. by S. White & D. Nash. Presents 20 of the best artists working in this fascinating field, representing a broad diversity of styles and techniques that are used to bring to life the worlds of dinosaurs and other ancient animals. From traditional painting to cutting-edge digital rendering, each portfolio features magnificent artwork situated alongside captions. 208 pages. Bloomsbury.  $40.00

7942117  KINSHIP WITH ALL LIFE. By J. Allen Boone. Example after example in this unique classic—from “Strongheart” the dog to “Freddy” the fly—resounds with entertaining and inspiring proof that communication with animals is a wonderful, indispensable fact. All that is required is an attitude of interest, friendliness, humility, and a sense of humor to form bonds of real friendship. 157 pages. Harper.  $19.95

7802469  WILD SEAS. By Thomas Peschak. See the world through the eyes of one of the world’s leading marine biologists. Studies the world of the coelacanth, the animal that inspired Jules Verne’s Nautilus, and the sharks, octopuses, and eels that call our planet home. Discover a plethora of animal behaviors, diets, habitats and more with over 60 fuzzy, scaly and feathered friends. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperbound.  $23.99

$9.95

7800177  HABITAT HUNGRY: A Half Century with the Brown Bears of Alaska. By Garry Hamilton, Ed. by Peter L. Falkholm. Hamilton’s research into brown bear ecology is presented by a world authority on vanished species. There are over 1,000 photographs from seven decades of research. Fully illus in color. 330 pages. MIT Press.  $29.99

7867799  BAT ISLAND: A Rare Journey into the Hidden World of Tropical Bats. By Mark Hendriks. For decades, scientists at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute have studied the mysterious creatures. 332 pages. Praeger.  $34.95

7842117  KINSHIP WITH ALL LIFE. By J. Allen Boone. Example after example in this unique classic—from “Strongheart” the dog to “Freddy” the fly—resounds with entertaining and inspiring proof that communication with animals is a wonderful, indispensable fact. All that is required is an attitude of interest, friendliness, humility, and a sense of humor to form bonds of real friendship. 157 pages. Harper.  $19.95

7864353  THE GIANT OTTER: Giants of the Amazon. By Jessica Grenofendt. There are many reasons why scientists and tourists alike are fascinated by the giant otter. Spend the day in the life of a close-knit giant otter family and you’ll realize why. They became the target of people who practiced otter blasting in the early 1970s, but today it is illegal, so why is the giant otter still endangered? Well illus. in color. 216 pages.  $24.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

7850984  LOST ANIMALS: Extinction and the Photographic Record. By Errol Fuller. A unique photographic record of extinction, presented by a world authority on vanished species. Fully illus in color. 190 color photos that captures the truly rare moments with illusive creatures at many locations from windswept beaches to inland forests through all seasons. 448 pages. Schiffer.  $24.99

PRICE CUT to $17.95

4927454  NATURAL WONDERS OF ASSATEAGUE ISLAND. By Mark Hendriks. Assateague Island, primarily known for its population of wild horses and pristine beaches, is a magical place. Yet few people have experienced all of its natural wonders. Includes stunning color photographs. 216 pages. 190 color photos that captures the truly rare moments with illusive creatures at many locations from windswept beaches to inland forests through all seasons. 448 pages. Schiffer.  $24.99
**THE STORY OF THE UNIVERSE: A Journey Through Space and Time**
By Joseph W. Brugliera. Explore the layers of the universe itself, from the origins of matter and energy, to the marvels of our cosmos. Discover the science behind everything from tiny quarks to mighty supernovas and peer into the mysteries that still remain to be solved. Ages 8-12. 128 pages. Arcu testing. 9/8 x 1/11. Pub. at $16.99. **$6.95**

**BIOLOGY FOR KIDS: The Animal Kingdom**
By Karen Heinecke. Discover the lives of amazing biologists, past and present, and then keep learning with experiments inspired by their discoveries that will keep young ones engaged in science from day one! In color. 128 pages. Quarry. 8/8 x 1/11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$5.95**

**INSIDE OUT SHARKS**
By David George Gordon. This fascinating look at sharks includes a die-cut model of a shark that reveals how these much-misunderstood creatures operate, layer by layer! Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. Bantam. 8/8 x 1/11. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Terror Bird**
By Sarah L. Thomson. Illustrations by C. Plante. The terror bird could stand as tall as a basketball player, with strong beaks designed to hunt. For sixty million years, the terror bird thrived, and almost every other animal could be considered its prey. How did it eventually become extinct? Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $12.95.

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Tyrannosaurus Rex**
By Matt Hermann. This fascinating look at T-Rex includes a die-cut model of the dinosaur that reveals how these much-misunderstood creatures operate, layer by layer! Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. Bantam. 8/8 x 1/11. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Dinosaur**

**EYEWITNESS DINOSAUR**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Terror Bird**
By Sarah L. Thomson, illustrated by C. Plante. The terror bird could stand as tall as a basketball player, with strong beaks designed to hunt. For sixty million years, the terror bird thrived, and almost every other animal could be considered its prey. How did it eventually become extinct? Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $12.95.

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Tyrannosaurus Rex**
By Matt Hermann. This fascinating look at T-Rex includes a die-cut model of the dinosaur that reveals how these much-misunderstood creatures operate, layer by layer! Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. Bantam. 8/8 x 1/11. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Dinosaur**

**THE ULTIMATE FIELD GUIDE TO INSECTS**

**THE ULTIMATE FIELD GUIDE TO AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES**

**THE ULTIMATE FIELDguide to Reptiles and Amphibians**

**THE ULTIMATE BIRD FIELD GUIDE**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Terror Bird**
By Sarah L. Thomson, illustrated by C. Plante. The terror bird could stand as tall as a basketball player, with strong beaks designed to hunt. For sixty million years, the terror bird thrived, and almost every other animal could be considered its prey. How did it eventually become extinct? Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $12.95.

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Tyrannosaurus Rex**
By Matt Hermann. This fascinating look at T-Rex includes a die-cut model of the dinosaur that reveals how these much-misunderstood creatures operate, layer by layer! Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. Bantam. 8/8 x 1/11. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Dinosaur**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Tyrannosaurus Rex**
By Matt Hermann. This fascinating look at T-Rex includes a die-cut model of the dinosaur that reveals how these much-misunderstood creatures operate, layer by layer! Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. Bantam. 8/8 x 1/11. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Dinosaur**

**ANCIENT ANIMALS: Dinosaur**
Eco-Essays

**7849605 THROUGH GLACIER PARK.** By Mary Roberts Rinehart. First published in 1916. Rinehart introduced readers to the recently minted national park, to the scenic wonders it holds, and to the adventures to be found there. 57 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT TO $9.50**

More Works on Nature


**7894441 THE WASP THAT BRAINWASHED THE CATERPILLAR: Evolution’s Most Unbelievable Solutions to Life’s Biggest Problems.** By Matt Simon. A fascinatng exploration of the world’s smallest makers. This brilliant book introduces you to the creatures that have figured it out, the ones that joust with their moustaches or choke sharks to death with snot, all in a range of specimens. Fully illus. in color. 266 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 **PRICE CUT TO $6.95**

**782727X THE LIVING FOREST: A Visual Journey into the Heart of the Woods.** By Joan Maloof. With photos by R. Llewellyn. Through Maloof’s lyrical essays and the arresting photographs of Robert Llewellyn, this stunning volume brings to light some of nature’s most remarkable aspects. It celebrates the astonishing science and fascinating interrelationships that make each forest, a living, breathing, whole. 260 pages. Timber. 11x11 1/4. Pub. at $40.00 **PRICE CUT TO $14.95**

**7830756 OTTERS DANCE: A Rancher’s Journey to Enlightenment and the Lessons Learned.** By Bob Budd. 263 pages. Fulcrum. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 **PRICE CUT TO $7.95**

**7808687 EVER GREEN: Saving Big Forests to Save the Planet.** By T.E. Lovejoy & J.W. Reid. Five stunningly large forests remain on Earth: The Taiga, the North American boreal, the Amazon, the Congo, the New Guinea. These megaforest are vital to preserving global biodiversity, thousands of cultures, and a stable climate. The authors offer practical solutions to address the biggest challenges these forests face. Photos. 302 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00 **SOLD OUT**

**7042762 HAWKE’S SPECIAL FORCES SURVIVAL HANDBOOK.** The Portable Guide to Getting Out Alive. By Mykel Hawke. It happens to thousands of people each year, and it could happen to you. You get lost in the forest while hiking, or you run out of gas on a road trip, or you fall off your boat capsizes, or some other disaster strands you with no food, shelter, or any escape. What do you do? Read this work of survival and keep it with you at all times! Illus. 266 pages. Dome. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 **SOLD OUT**

**7867664 BACKPACKER MAGAZINE’S OUTDOOR SURVIVAL STORIES AND THE LESSONS LEARNED.** By Molly Absolon. Recounts a variety of outdoor survival stories, from encounters with dangerous wildlife in Canada, including both native and alien species. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 **SOLD OUT**

**7087775 AMBER: The Natural Time Capsule.** By Andrew Ross. Provides a n unparallelled insight into this prehistoric substance and its fossilized inclusions. Ross explains how amber is formed, where it is found, and how to distinguish genuine amber from fraudulent amber. Well illus. in both art and science, while showcasing a range of specimens. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **SOLD OUT**

**7811041 THE LAST WINTER: The Season That Changed Everything.** By Todd Riedel, Hawke’s Special Forces. Journeymen, and Maverick’s Trying to Save the World. By Porter Fox. A gripping blend of narrative travelogue, history, and climatology set against the end of ice, snow, and winter as we know it. Temporally, and expertly investigated, Fox showcases a shocking and unexpected casualty of climate change, which may well set off its own unstoppable warming cycle. Photos. 308 pages. Grove. Hardcover. Pub. at $32.95 **SOLD OUT**

**7829592 MUSHROOMS, SECOND EDITION: A Falcon Field Guide.** By Todd Riedel. Covers 80 of the most common and sought after species in North America. Complete with vivid photos and featuring full color, detailed illustrations, this informative guide makes it easy to identify mushrooms in the backyard and beyond. 101 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 **SOLD OUT**

**7945389 ULTIMATE WILDERNESS GEAR: Everything You Need to Know to Choose & Use the Best Outdoor Equipment.** By Craig Caulfield. Takes you to the cutting edge of outdoor gear and reveals which items will perform the best in the field without breaking the bank. Learn what you need, why you need it and how to care for it. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 **SOLD OUT**

**7844141 THE WASP THAT BRAINWASHED THE CATERPILLAR: Evolution’s Most Unbelievable Solutions to Life’s Biggest Problems.** By Matt Simon. A fascinating exploration of the world’s smallest makers. This brilliant book introduces you to the creatures that have figured it out, the ones that joust with their moustaches or choke sharks to death with snot, all in a range of specimens. Fully illus. in color. 266 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 **SOLD OUT**

**5547942 PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO MEDICINAL PLANTS AND HERBS OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL NORTH AMERICA, THIRD EDITION.** By R. F. Larry & J.A. Duke. Presents a clear and concise text identifying the key traits, habitats, uses, and warnings for 30 of the most significant medicinal plants in the eastern and central United States and Canada, including both native and alien species. Well illus. in color. 456 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 **SOLD OUT**

**7865401 THE SCOUT’S GUIDE TO WILDERNESS SURVIVAL AND FIRST AID.** By J.W. Reid & G.S. Lipman. Offers practical advice to help: building a fire; purifying water; identifying common edible plants and mushrooms. Wildlife identification, tools and techniques, simple shelters, practical navigation skills, treating wounds; responding in a medical emergency, and so much more! Fully illus. in color. 310 pages. Skyscraper. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 **SOLD OUT**
7904289 TOTAL SURVIVAL, By James C. Jones. The author shares a variety of practical survival skills, principles, and ideas in a easy to read format that will aid the reader in becoming stronger, safer and more self-reliant. These ten survival principles are the key to success in everyday life especially during an emergency. Well illus. in color. 179 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

1992894 THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF SURVIVAL GEAR: A Beginner’s Guide to Choosing the Products That Will Keep You Alive, By James C. Jones. Here you will find detailed descriptions of the following gear: sleeping bags, shovels and saws, stoves, clothing and footwear, additional cold weather equipment, communications and monitoring devices, biological and chemical survival equipment, and much more. Well illus. in color. 164 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95


7792158 DIVY SURVIVAL: Best Hacks for Worst-Case Scenario, By Compiled by OffGrid Magazine. This is an easy-access encyclopedia of DIY survival hacks you’ll use when supplies are thin, and help is out of reach. Each chapter covers a specific technique in a step by step format that includes photos and instructions. OffGrid. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

7843291 THE LITTLE BOOK OF MUSHROOMS: An Illustrated Guide to the Extraordinary Power of Mushrooms, By Alex Diet, illus. by S. Richard. Explore 75 of the most mind-blowing mushrooms. From the vividly red Fly Agaric to the nutritious Chicken of the Woods to the lethal Death Cap, you will learn everything about these fungi, including where they live, their growing features, which fungi are safe to eat, and much more. Well illus., in color. 256 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

7971036 MUSHROOMING: An Illustrated Guide to the Fantastic, Delicious, Deadly, and Strange World of Fungi, By Bob Holtzman. An illustrated and typographic exploration, offering insights and stories about these mysterious organisms. 232 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

795512X THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO SURVIVAL HANDBOOK: Apocalypse & Beyond, By Survival experts provide step by step instructions on: how to pack a go bag in 30 minutes; how to make your bunket feel like home; how to survive an alien invasion; how to start a fire; how to brew the next pandemic; how to fend off a hostile clan, and more. Illus. 263 pages. Quirk Books. Pub. at $18.00 $13.99

7836457 ROCKHUNTING TEXAS: A Guide to the State’s Best Rockhounding Sites, By Carril & J. S. Wilson. Portable, full-color portable, full-color guide to more than 300 of the state’s best rockhounding sites. These guidebooks make discovering and collecting the most common gemstones easy. 218 pages. Globe Pequot. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

7809427 UNDERWATER WILDERNESS: My Octopus Teacher’s Extraordinary World, By J. Foster & R. Frynlick. An immersive journey into a wilder world that inspired it—and holds transformative lessons for us all. The divers behind the film My Octopus Teacher reveal a new version of the sea, one full of wonder, new insights into marine biology, and life-changing teachings even for the most land-bound of us. Fully illus. in color. 324 pages. HMH. 12/11/2012. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

7836872 BASICK ILLUSTRATED WEATHER FORECASTING, By Mishani Hodgkinson. Provides detailed lessons in recognizing shifts in weather patterns, understanding why they occur, identifying cloud formations, and mastering basic meteorological concepts. 69 pages. Quirk Books. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

7971429 GEMSTONES: And Their Meaning, Identifying, Buying, By Keith Wallis. From Andalusite to Zircon, this wide ranging guide apprises more than 180 gemstones, minerals and metals used in jewelry today. Precious stones are examined in dazzling detail, while a treasure trove of organic and mineral gemstones listings showcases lesser known gems. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Quirk Books. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

7842183 COMMON BEES OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA, By O.M. Carril & J.S. Wilson. Portable, full-color photographic guide to the most commonly encountered bees of the U.S. and Canada. Over 200 species are included, with multiple photographs, identification guides, and range maps for each. 415 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95
families can be Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**7909179** THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANT GUIDE. By George Oxford Miller. Presents 700 species of plants, organized by family with a separate section for trees. Includes location information with range and elevation details for every plant. Quick ID at a glance, tips for identifying each species, and more. Fully illus. in color. 412 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**786604** THE GREEN BERET BUSHCRAFTING GUIDE: The Eight Pillars of Survival in Any Situation. By Brian M. Morris. In Morris’s criterion system, it up to the survivor to assess their situation and then choose the pillars that is most needed to survive the situation. The survivor needs to choose the pillar that most improves their chances of survival under the circumstances. Full color. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**7937938** THE STORY OF THE DIAMOND. By Tamara Stultz-Filby. Discover the enchanting history of nature’s most brilliant treasure. With in-depth information on styles, cuts, colors, and carats, and a chapter devoted to engagements rings, there is practical information on buying diamonds as well as stories behind the most legendary stones and details on diamond dealers. Color photos. Weickel. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**7937559** THE UNITY OF SCIENCE: Exploring Our Universe, from the Big Bang to the Twenty-First Century. By James Trefil and Robertson. Provides a broad and entertaining survey of major scientific discoveries that have changed our views of nature and, in turn, spurred further questions about our place in the universe. Shapiro explores his inquiry into three parts: looking up at the universe, looking down at earth and its fossils, and looking at the story of life. Illus. 359 pages. Yale. Pub. at $32.00 $25.95

**DVD 7875215** FRONTIER SPECTRATOR. With this incredible story of ground-breaking conservation project called Restoring Ecosystem Riau (REI), the remote KAMPAR Peninsula is home to the last great peat swamp forest in Southeast Asia. In the vast expanse of size of London, the RER is home to rare and exotic wildlife, ancient cultures, and carbon-rich peat soil. Not Rated. 53 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**782209X** THE DEEP OCEAN: Life in the Abyss. By Michael Vecchione et al. The deep ocean comprises more than 90 percent of our planet’s biosphere and is home to some of the most dazzling creatures. This work leads you down into the canyons, trenches, and crevices, presenting the deep ocean and its inhabitants as you have never seen them before. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Princeton. 8x11/4. $37.95

**7743230** WILD NEW WORLD: The Epic Story of Plants & People in America. By Dan Flores. Chronicles the epoch in which humans and animals have coexisted in the “wild new world” of North America, from the clash of grand evolutionary forces and by momentous arrivals from Asia, Africa, and Europe. With portraits of iconic creatures such as mammoths, horses, wolves, and bison, Flores describes the evolution and historical impact of North American flora before 434 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**7944131** BACKWOODS SURVIVAL GUIDE. Practical Advice for the Simple Life. By Jim Cobb. Cobb describes how to harvest rainwater and make it safe for consumption and how to preserve food to prolong its shelf life, outdoor skills like how to fish for survival, and how to stay safe in the wilderness by thinking ahead. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Centennial. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**7753131** ON THE TRAIL OF THE JACKALOPE: How a Legend Captured the World’s Imagination and Helped Us Cure Cancer. By Michelle Branch. The never before told story of the horned rabbit—the mythes, the hoaxes, the very real scientific breakthrough it inspired—and how it became a fully-fledged American West. Although the jackalope is an invention of the imagination, it is nevertheless connected to actual horned rabbits, which exist in nature and have for centuries been collected and studied. 254 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**7853813** THE BATHYSphere BOOK: Effects of the Luminous Ocean Depths. By Brad Fox. A wide-ranging and sensual approach to exploring the mysteries of the ocean’s outer reaches. Begins with the first-ever voyage to the deep ocean and expands to explore the adventures and entanglements of its all too human participants at a time when the world still lent entirely new. Color photos. 336 pages. Astra House. Pub. at $29.00 $24.55
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- **77484** The Flowers of Provence. By Jamie Beck. Will transport you to the charming mountains of Provence where you’ll take in all that France has to offer, from perfect roses to rosemary in a timeless antique vase to quiet, sweeping fields of summer and lavender. Hardcover, 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

- **77606** Function: An Introduction to the Natural World. By Bernd Heinrich. A detailed exploration of the natural world, from basic biology to the complex world of ecosystems. Illustrations. Hardcover, 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

- **79300** BIRD HOUND. By Bob Fidler. A comprehensive guide to birding, covering everything from identification to habitat. Hardcover, 5x8¼. Pub. at $25.00. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**


- **7858340** Maine Coast Impressions. Photos by Nance Frutowyer. The images in this work convey the coastal beauty and dramatic landscapes, with landscapes large and small, as well as lively city scenes. Informative captions complement the photographs, providing details about the natural and cultural history of the coast. Hardcover, 9x12. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $22.95**

- **78626** Maine: Impressions. Photos by John A. Trueworthy. More than just lighthouses and lobster, Maine is a state with a rich history and a unique character. Hardcover, 9x12. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $22.95**


- **794193** Growing: How Animals Come into the World. By Marlineke Willemsen. From dogs, cats, and guinea pigs to reptiles and fish, Willemsen accompanied animals in the first weeks of life to capture the precious process of early development and awareness. Hardcover, 8½x11. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

- **794207** Jungle Spirits. By C. Ziegler & D. Dent. An ode to the tropical splendor of the continent’s most diverse ecosystems, while also a call to action to protect tropical rainforests worldwide. Images captured across 20 countries and on every continent. Hardcover, 10x12. Pub. at $50.00. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**


- **798744** The Flowers of Provence. By Jamie Beck. Will transport you to the charming mountains of Provence where you’ll take in all that France has to offer, from perfect roses to rosemary in a timeless antique vase to quiet, sweeping fields of summer and lavender. Hardcover, 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

- **799177** AFRICA: Pocket Edition. By Michael Poliza. Extensive experience photographing the animal kingdom of Africa, Poliza’s viewpoint is shaped by his concern for the eco-systems he chronicles. These images embody the soul of Africa’s flora and fauna through the artist’s eye for color and composition. 144 pages, teleneus, 5x7½. Paperback, pub. at $12.95. **$3.95**


- **7862564** The Ansel Adams Wilderness. Photos by Peter Essick. 112 pages. National Geographic. 10x14½. Paperback, pub. at $22.95. **$7.95**

- **7833190** Beneath Cold Seas: The Underwater Wilderness of the Pacific Northwest. By David Hall. 160 pages. Saraband. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95. **$15.95**


- **7877675** Extraordinary Leaves. Text by D. Schrader, photos by S. Green-Amoyage. 272 pages. Firefly. 9x12. Pub. at $45.00. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

- **7896630** Gardens of the National Trust. By Stephen Lacey. Full color. 416 pages. National Trust. 21x15. Paperback, pub. at $40.00. **$31.95**


- **7751613** Eat Fat, Get Thin: Why the Fat We Eat Is the Key to Sustained Weight Loss and Vibrant Health. By Mark Hyman. A revolutionary diet program based on the latest science showing the importance of healthy fats and overall health. Offering practical tools, meal plans, recipes, and shopping lists, as well as a step by step, easy to follow advice, this is the cutting edge way to lose weight, prevent disease, and feel your best. 386 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00. **$5.95**

- **7852169** How to Eat: All Your Food and Diet Questions Answered. By M. Bittman & D.L. Katz. These best-selling authors answer the common dietary questions of all people concerned with diet and nutrition. They filter nutrition science through a lens of common sense, delivering their straightforward advice with a healthy dose of wit. 242 pages. HMH. Pub. at $17.99. **$4.95**

---

**Nutrition & Weight Management**

**777407X** The Beauty of Ukraine: Landscape Photography. Text by T. Pritchard & S. Samuchenko. The Ukrainian landscape is characterized by steppes, plateaus, lowlands and mountains. Unparalleled scale, out of this world colors and unique landscape photos from above make this volume a tribute to the beauty of the Ukrainian landscape. Text in English, German and Ukrainian. Full color. 192 pages. TeNeues. **PRICE CUT to $39.95**

---

**1910019** The Complete IDIOT’s GUIDE TO TOTAL NUTRITION, FOURTH EDITION. By Joy Bauer. Describes myriad ways to treat your body well, through great eating, exercises you can stick with, and making smart choices at the supermarket or fast food counter. Illus. 436 pages. Alphap. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

**7751613** Eat Fat, Get Thin: Why the Fat We Eat Is the Key to Sustained Weight Loss and Vibrant Health. By Mark Hyman. A revolutionary diet program based on the latest science showing the importance of healthy fats and overall health. Offering practical tools, meal plans, recipes, and shopping lists, as well as a step by step, easy to follow advice, this is the cutting edge way to lose weight, prevent disease, and feel your best. 386 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00. **SOLD OUT**

---
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Healthy Cooking & Special Diets


1970224 THE FASTING FIX: Eat Smarter, Fast Better, Live Longer. By Andreas Michalson with S. Kirschner-Brouns. In this work Michalson lays out the clear, indisputable science that fasting, when combined with a healthy lifestyle, can help you live longer. 212 pages. Harper. Paperbound. $13.95

7852023 THE CASE FOR KETO: Rethinking Weight Control and the Science and Practice of Low-Carb/High-Fat Eating. By Gary Taubes. Reveals why the established rules about eating healthfully might be the wrong approach to weight loss for most people, and how low-carbohydrate, high-fat ketogenic diets can help many of us achieve and maintain a healthy weight for life. Illus. 288 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $16.95

7856887 THE FISH ON MY PLATE: Frontline. Widescreen. As part of his quest to investigate the health of the ocean—and his own—Greenberg spends a year eating seafood from a breakfast, lunch, and dinner, eating over 700 fish meals in hopes to improve his health through a dramatic increase in his Omega-3 levels. English 126 min. DVD $19.95

1973908 IMMUNITY FOOD FIX: Superfoods and Nutrition Hacks to Reverse Inflammation, Knock Out Illness, and Boost Your Immunity. By Donna Beydoun Mazzola. Studies have shown that nutrition impacts immunity and overall health. Food is less expensive than medication, free of side effects and, unlike supplements, has the most complete form of the nutrient. So start boosting your immunity as soon as your next meal. Color photos. 188 pages. Fair Winds. 8x9. Pub. at $19.95

776795X LIVING LOW CARB, REVISED: The Essential Guide to Choosing the Right Low-Carb Plan for You. By Jonny Bowden. This work will help you understand the most critical aspects of living low carb: what low-carb eating is good for your body, and how they do it; why some programs work for some people (and don’t for others); how you can adapt what you discover in this work to your own lifestyle; and more. 364 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


4922212 WHAT TO EAT WHEN: A Strategic Plan to Improve Your Health & Life Through Food. By Michael F. Roizen et al. Reveals that the internal clock that drives our lives—when we sleep and when we wake—also affects how we process food. In other words, when you eat is just as important as what you eat, and the authors give you a 31-day plan to adjust your diet according to your circadian rhythm. 357 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

2786157 BAILERINA BALLERINA: Dancing and Eating Your Way to a Leaner, Stronger, and More Graceful You. By Misty Copeland. In her first health and fitness guide, Copeland shows how to eat well to get in shape and stay strong, and how to reframe the body you were born with to be lean and flexible, with step by step advice, meal plans, and recipes. Well illus. by Barry E. 226 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00

7903527 THE PLANT-BASED DIABETES COOKBOOK: 125+ Nourishing Recipes to Satisfy Every Taste Bud. By Jackie Newgent. With abundant tips and simple menus, you’ll discover a flexible, diabetes-friendly recipe guide that is not overly focused on calories, carb counting, or other strict parameters. There’s no need to have a separate menu for your family and friends. Over 125 recipes that follow today’s current nutrition guidelines, will bring good health to your life 160 pages of color photos. 294 pages. Health Communications. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95


7975056 THE PLANT-BASED DIABETES REINTRODUCTION COOKBOOK. By Kate Jay. 208 pages. Fair Winds. Pub. at $19.95


4960246 THE CELERY JUICE BOOK: The Untold Story. By P. Bracht & M. Flatt. In this completely plant-based program and guide to 16:8 fasting, you’ll unlock all the benefits of intermittent fasting, which means you go into ketosis faster and stay in ketosis longer. The included recipes directly targets fat cells. The included recipes

Healthy Cooking & Special Diets

LIMITED QUANTITY 7922019 THE HEALING POWERS OF SUPERFOODS: A Complete Guide to Nature’s Favorite Functional Foods. By Emily Li, with cooked and raw dishes, this down to earth guide will show you how to get healthy and stay healthy with body friendly superfoods. It will take you to a world of wellness that starts at home with your favorite foods from Mother Nature, enjoyed in a new way with an exciting twist. 16 pages of color photos. 316 pages. Chitadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

7951671 GOOD SUGAR, BAD SUGAR: How to Power Your Body and Brain with Healthy Carbohydrates. By Dave Asprey. In this practical guide explains how to successfully replace bad sugars with good sugars as well as how to reduce sugar cravings and break the sugar addiction cycle. One of my favorite tips is the sugar addiction and easy steps to power your brain and body with healthy energy, Dr. Vasey gives you the tools to take ownership of your own health. 168 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

7884788 VEGAN INTERMITTENT FASTING: Lose Weight, Reduce Inflammation, and Feel Better Than You Ever Have Before. By B. Kearns. In this completely plant-based program and guide to 16:8 fasting, you’ll unlock all the benefits of intermittent fasting. The included recipes

Exercise & Fitness

7834851 ULTIMATE GUIDE TO WEIGHT-LIFTING EXERCISES. By Hollis Lemak. This guide contains more than 150 exercises that you can do anytime, anywhere. Step by step instructions and detailed illustrations guide you through each exercise so that you can perform them safely and with confidence. All the major muscle groups are covered in this helpful guide. ISBN: 9780879831144. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

1978944 THE PLANT-BASED DIABETES COOKBOOK: 125+ Nourishing Recipes to Satisfy Every Taste Bud. By Jackie Newgent. With abundant tips and simple menus, you’ll discover a flexible, diabetes-friendly recipe guide that is not overly focused on calories, carb counting, or other strict parameters. There’s no need to have a separate menu for your family and friends. Over 125 recipes that follow today’s current nutrition guidelines, will bring good health to your life 160 pages of color photos. 294 pages. Health Communications. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
Exercise & Fitness

771336X TRAIN LIKE A FIGHTER: Get MMA Fit Without Taking a Hit. By Cat Zingano. Find out why you should train like a fighter, learn common fighter moves, and discover the equipment and nutrition that can help you achieve your fitness goals. Includes 42 step-by-step exercises, 20 workouts that combine exercises into 3 circuits, and three monthly programs that combine routines into plans to enhance your strength, power, and stability. Color photos. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$5.95

777646X 15-MINUTE BETTER BACK. By Suzanne Martin. Fit exercise into your busy life with these short but effective back-strengthening programs. Follow these routines, just a few minutes a day, anywhere, to make a difference. Feel results fast, strengthen back muscles, banish aches and pains, and improve your core. Color photos. 112 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95


$9.95

7929684 SMALL CHANGES: A 4-Week Plan to Add More Plant-Based Food & Power to Your Life. By Alicia Witt. Witt shows you how adopting the “small changes philosophy” allows you to balance health, eat healthier, and feel better physically and emotionally. See how small changes can usher in larger changes and transform your life. 16 pages of color photos. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

$9.95


$12.95

777398X THE RESISTANCE TRAINING REVOLUTION. By Sal Di Stefano. Reveals how resistance training is the best form of exercise to burn fat, boost metabolism, and achieve health benefits you cannot obtain from other forms of exercise. Photos. 283 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95


$9.95

770366X THE ROOT OF CHINESE QIGONG: Secrets for Health, Longevity, and Enlightenment. By Jwing-Ming Yang. Presents ancient qigong concepts in a logical way for the western mind, which helps practitioners stay on the right path while increasing knowledge and skills. Teaches sitting and standing meditation, demonstrates qi massage techniques, examines the qi pathway, correct breathing methods and more. Illus. 216 pages. YMAA. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99

$17.95

Pilates Express

725575X FOAM ROLLING: Relieve Pain, Prevent Injury, Improve Mobility. By Sam Woodworth. Your body is designed to be a remarkable and limber movement machine, but activities of daily living and overuse can cause pain, poor posture, and limited mobility. The foam roller and other tools help you release the tension in your body’s connective tissues and restore your muscles to the optimal efficiency for which they’re designed. Full color. 208 pages. Kyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

798477X PILATES EXPRESS: Get Maximum Results in Minimum Time. By Lynne Robinson. Suitable for all fitness levels, these 10-minute mini workouts are each designed for a different part of your day—morning, midday and evening. As well as increasing your strength and flexibility, there are dedicated workouts to boost your immune system, improve the efficiency of your breathing, and more. Full color. 208 pages. Kyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

783902X BUILDING THE ELITE ATHLETE. By the eds. of Scientific American. Science increasingly informs athletic training, and technology is used everyday to maintain physical performance. Presents clear, accessible prose about present- and future-advances that will enhance not only athletic performance, but also the vitality of the rest of the population. Full color. 208 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95

783902X BUILDING THE ELITE ATHLETE. By the eds. of Scientific American. Science increasingly informs athletic training, and technology is used everyday to maintain physical performance. Presents clear, accessible prose about present- and future-advances that will enhance not only athletic performance, but also the vitality of the rest of the population. Full color. 208 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95

783855X ULTIMATE BOXING WORKOUT. By Andy & Jamie Durning. Boxing is the ideal workout for fitness and conditioning. Stamina, speed, endurance and more are all within your reach. These exhilarating interval workouts offer a comprehensive collection of corrective exercises for treating common shoulder injuries and ending chronic pain—fast! Full color. 104 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

777807X TRAIN LIKE A BODYBUILDER AT HOME. By Erin Stern. Training like a bodybuilder is about training hard and also training smart. All you need is determination, some simple equipment, and a space in your home to make it happen. Stern will show you how to forget about the gym and train right in your own home through his training programs. Full color. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

778878X EAT LIKE A PIG, RUN LIKE A Wombat: Hormone Health and the New Science of Exercise. By Anastacia Marx de Salcedo. A fascinating journey that weaves together true confessions, mad(ish) scientists, and beguiling animal stories to show how we need to think beyond our diet focused model to a new concept of metabolism as regulated by exercise. Suddenly the answer to good health is simple. Don’t worry about what you eat. Worry about how much you move. 224 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

$6.95

6771572 EVEN THE STIFFEST PEOPLE CAN DO THE SPLITS. By Eiko. Whether you spend your days running marathons or slouching over a keyboard, you can benefit from stretching and the increased flexibility that comes along with it. With only 5 minutes of stretching a day, you will experience a host of health benefits such as better circulation, fewer joint injuries, improved balance, and more. Full color. 154 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

$13.95

770366X GET THE MIRRORED IMAGE. By Phillip Star. Pulling from self-image psychology and qigong to offer readers a unique set of physical exercises that can be adapted to their tradition, as well as our everyday lives. Like two mirrors facing each other, the physical body both reflects and changes the mind, and vice versa: as we adjust the way we move, we adjust the way we think about ourselves, and vice versa. Photos. 205 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95


$5.95

794472X TIME TO REPAIR: How Yoga Can Restore Body and Mind in 5 Minutes a Day. By Vicky Fox. Shows how to promote recovery and repair after illness, surgery or injury through building a personalized yoga practice that can take just five minutes a week. Full color. 219 pages. Hammersmith. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99

$24.95


$17.95

7910592 TEACHING PEOPLE, NOT POSES: Lessons in Yoga Anatomy and Functional Movement to Unlock Body Intelligence. By Mary Oliver. Provides advice, techniques, observations, and practices to give teachers and yoga therapists the tools they need to move beyond the popular ideas of “should” on the mat. Includes a step-by-step exploration of functional anatomy and structural imbalances such as: “Tighten the Core” for deep core training; “Forearm Plank” to develop full-body strength and stability; and more. Illus. 174 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95
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**4733684 THE MICRO-WORKOUT PLAN.** By Tom Holland. For busy people who don't have time for traditional workouts, this plan allows you to build a fitness base. Holland shares the knowledge he’s gained from 30 years in the fitness industry and he explains why micro-workouts succeed, and offers a maintenance plan for daily, fitness workouts. Includes a step by step photographic section of 80 exercises teaching proper form. 210 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. *PRICE CUT to $11.95*


7966830 THE CURE FOR EVERYTHING: Untangling Twisted Messages About Health, Fitness, and Happiness. By Timothy Caufield. Sublime writing—and the book that every parent needs to read to understand parenting—and the evolution of medicine, wrapped up in a book that shows you what works and what doesn’t. Pub. at $17.00

7961847 FOOD AS MEDICINE: A Handbook of Natural Nutrition. By Kirsten Harving. You will learn how foods stimulate the body’s natural self-healing ability, and you will gain understanding of complementary medicine and functions of the body’s 107 pages. Aeon. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

7957688 THE IMMUNOTYPE BREAKTHROUGH. By Heather Moday. A revolutionary program to help you discover and optimize your immune system, improve health and longevity. By identifying your personal immunotype, you can intervene by making individualized, natural lifestyle changes to optimize your body’s immune functions. 280 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

7729022 GUT RENOVATION: Unlock the Age-Defying Power of the Microbiome to Remodel Your Health from the Inside Out. By Roshini Raj with S. Buff. Uses the idea of a gut renovation to show how different parts of the body and aspects of your life can be “renovated” in order to optimize your microbiome’s functionality. It shows how you can turn back the biological aging calendar in as little as 28 days and the rest of your life. 276 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $22.99

7826427 THE INSOMNIA DIARIES: How I Learned to Sleep Again. By Miranda Levy. Tells the story of one woman’s experience of dealing with insomnia. It offers answers to all your nutritional questions, explores the role of specific nutrients in treating everyday ailments, aches and pains. 207 pages. Aeon. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

7956373 EVERY DEEP-DRAWN BREATH: A Critical Care Doctor on Healing, Recovery, and the Breakthroughs That Are Changing Medicine. By Wes Ely. The author’s groundbreaking investigations advanced the understanding of post-intensive care units and identified critical treatments that lead to faster and better recovery. Out now in hardcover.

7802315 LIVING YOGA: 52 Weeks of Inspiration to Center and Enhance Your Life. By Rachel Scott. Through 52 contemplative and inspiring tips and ideas that can help you gain a clearer sense of self, as well as help you lead a more vibrant life. Yoga is not just about poses, you will experience how the rich philosophic depths of yoga can open your heart and mind. 224 pages. Mil. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

7895765 DOES COFFEE CAUSE CANCER? And 8 More Myths About the Food We Eat. By Christopher C. Manfredi. A refutation and clarification work about food, food myths, and how sloppy science perpetuates misconceptions about food. Does vitamin C prevent the common cold? Why were eggs once bad for you but now good for you? Are you really good for you? Health of your heart and more. Illus. 290 pages. ECW. Pub. at $19.95.

7817873 CHEATING DEATH: The New Science of Living Longer and Better. By Jill Miller. Shows that instead of expensive drugs and supplements, treatment methods, and devices—approaches that are backed by extensive research as well as McClain’s own work scrutinizing, little-knew treatments that can reverse the effects of new and old injuries; emergent diagnostic and screening technologies that deter early onset disease sooner; and more. Illus. 278 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $17.95


7939493 THE GIFT OF THE NIGHT: A Six-Step Program for Better Sleep. By Philip Carr-Gomm. A fast and easy to follow six-step program to help you you sleep better, combine the modern science and cognitive behavioral therapy with techniques drawn from spiritual traditions and insights from the emerging field of psychedelic therapy, showing you how to truly benefit from every night’s offer to body and soul. 192 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

7807198 BODY BY THE BREATH: The Science and Practice of Physical and Emotional Resilience. By Jill Miller. Breath is a universal vital sign displaying your health, and you can harness your breath to promote health. Look inside. Provides a blueprint toward optimal function. Offers all of the scientifically-supported methods to harvest the power of breath for optimal physical, mental, and emotional health. Presents more than 100 step by step techniques and exercises. Well illus. 480 pages. Victory Belt. 8¾ x 11. Pub. at $69.95

7748183 MOVE THE BODY, HEAL THE MIND: Overcome Anxiety, Depression, and Dementia and Improve Focus, Creativity, and Memory. By Jennifer Heisz. Heisz shares her paradigm-shifting research on how exercise affects the brain, finding that intervals of intense workouts, even leisurely walking, can make you more resilient to depression and dementia, lessen anxiety and ADHD, and encourage better sleep, creativity, and resilience. Illus. 240 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95


7814526 BURN: New Research Shows the Lid Off How We Really Burn Calories, Lose Weight, and Stay Healthy. By Herman Pountzer. This book reveals how metabolism really works so that we can finally manage our weight and improve our health. We burn calories within a very narrow range: nearly 3,000 calories per day, no matter our activity level. At the same time, we must exercise to keep our body systems and signals functioning optimally, even if it won’t make us thinner. Illus. 373 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

7753374 THE INSOMNIA DIARIES: How I Learned to Sleep Again. By Miranda Levy. Tells the story of one woman’s experience of dealing with insomnia. It offers answers to all your nutritional questions, explores the role of specific nutrients in treating everyday ailments, aches and pains. 207 pages. Aeon. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

7843832 THE SCIENCE OF NUTRITION. By Rhiannon Lambert. Provides clear answers backed up by the very latest research, this work has the answer to your nutritional questions, covering every conceivable topic, from gut bacteria to weight management to heart health and immune support to plant-based eating and intermittent fasting and everything in between. Fully illus., in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼ x 10¼. Pub. at $30.00

7878532 SIT TO GET FIT: Change the Way You Sit in 28 Days for Health, Energy, and Longevity. By Suzy Reading. It offers ten stress-free, no-kit exercises for pain relief and restorative movement, when we improve how we sit we can expect less pain, increased flexibility, confidence, posture, energy, and sleep and improved focus and clarity. Fully illus., in color. 160 pages. Aster. Pub. at $14.99

7863438 THE NATURAL SLEEPER: A Bedside Guide to Complementary and Alternative Solutions for Better Sleep. By Julie Davis. A 6-step guide to improving your sleep. Explore ancient, traditional, and contemporary practices, including: breathwork, acupuncture, sound therapy, herbal remedies, and many more. Includes self-tests to determine how you function with yourself, take charge, commit to change, and embark on an exploratory journey to find out what works for them to design their own sleep routines and rituals. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Tiller. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

7862107 LET IT GO: Breathe Yourself Calm. By Rebecca Dennis. Find out how you can, literally, breathe your way to relaxation, stress relief, and inner peace. The seven powerful breathing exercises in this simple, impactful breathing exercises to boost your health and happiness. Includes help with: anxiety and stress, energy, sleep, and trauma. 300 pages. Ebury. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99
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Diseases & Disorders

7743890 THE CALCIUM CONNECTION: The Little-Known Enzyme at the Root of Your Cellular Health by Janet Neate. At the accessible, information-packed format it teaches you all about Calcium ATPase: how it works, what happens when it goes awry, and exactly what you need to know to bring back balance and protect and lengthen your overall health. 236 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

★ 7930143 UNLOCKED: 25 Keys to Recovering from Depression, Anxiety or Bipolar Disorder by Emily Grossman. Shattering the myth that depression can actually help you to discover and live your life purpose. Through a series of spiritual lessons this will help you to discover strengths by abandoning a traditional self-help practice; learning to trust your instincts; developing critical coping skills; and more. 220 pages. G&D Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 7989507 OVERCOMING CHRONIC DISEASE CONDITIONS: Release the Vulnerable Layers of Post-Traumatic Gut Disord by Nikki Kenward. Sharing visualization exercises and a hands on process of releasing the layers of trauma. This helps readers unwind stagnant cellular patterns, discover the dynamic intelligence in every cell, and transforms Post-Traumatic Gut into Post-Growth. 202 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

★ 7817304 TRAVELERS TO UNIMAGINABLE LANDS: Stories of Dementia, the Caregiver, and the Human Brain by Dasha Kiper. Dementia disrupts a person’s entire life and that of those who care for them. Reveals the neurological obstacles to caregiving, not only enumerating the various aspects of dementia but also providing your closest relationships but offering solace and perspective as well. 233 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $17.95

7954552 KICKASS HEALTHY LADA: How to Thrive with Latent Autoimmune Diabetes in Adults by Jacqueline Mann. Provides critical information and insights, including a detailed breakdown of the different diabetes conditions, what makes LADA different and how to find the best treatment team; an explanation of insulin: what it is, what it does, and how to know when we need more of this natural hormone; and more. 371 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

★ 7964927 CURING STUBBORN DEPRESSION: Early Detection, Early Intervention & Treating the Root of Depression by Paul B. Fitzgerald. Seeks to not only explain the underlying causes of this persuasive form of depressive disorder, but to shine a light on a number of non-traditional treatments, new therapies and clinical developments, offering hope to those who feel like they have none. 213 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


★ 1952773 MAYO CLINIC THE ESSENTIAL DIABETES HANDBOOK: Roadmap to Good Health. by James Navarro & R. L. Lewis. Developed by Cathy Thompson through her many years as a therapist–now worldwide as the all-natural solution for cancer and chronic disease. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Gerson Media. $5.95

7972006 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL OILS: A Complete Reference to the Amazing Healing Powers of Essential Oils by Dr. Kenneth新动能. Essential oils have been praised for their ability to lift moods, treat common health ailments, and enhance one’s appearance. Full of helpful tips, this edition offers essential oil recipes that help promote healthy skin, hair and nails, boost memory retention and concentration and more. 16 pages of color photos. 336 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $8.95

7825400 HEALTHY AT HOME: Get Well and Stay Well Without Prescriptions. by Tierona Low Dog. The author, an expert in natural medicine, collects her favorite remedies and recipes—ones she has used for many years—and shares them, along with wise, practical advice on when to call the doctor and when to stay put and use your own resources to get healthy at home. 448 pages. 346 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

7809799 HEAL YOURSELF, HEAL THE WORLD. Fullscreen. Join Howard Strauss (author, scientist, son of Charles Cresson and grandson of Dr. Max Gerson) for an exploration of how the Healing by Therapy–known worldwide as the all-natural solution for cancer and chronic disease. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Gerson Media. $5.95

Stress & Pain Management


7835500 OUTSMART YOUR PAIN: Mindfulness and Self-Compassion to Help You Leave Chronic Pain Behind. by Christiane Wolf. Shows the way with 20 easy-to-digest exercises that you can use daily to mend your body and transform your self-compassion practices. By separating your pain from the stressful thoughts and troubled feelings that come with it, you can change your doctor’s diagnosis and live well. Experiential Press. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

7730906 THE THOMPSON METHOD OF BODYWORK: Structural Alignment, Core Strength, and Emotional Release. by C. Thompson & T. T. Lewis. Developed by Cathy Thompson through her many years as a bodywork therapist, the Thompson Method incorporates Zen shiatsu, reflexology, yoga, and Gestalt psychotherapy to heal pain in the body and mind. Using this method you can recognize the emotional blockages that often underlie chronic pain, tension, and poor alignment. Offers 90 corrective alignment exercises. Illus. in color. 316 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $19.95

★ 7912404 CHRONIC PAIN RESOLUTION: 30 Days of Activities, Practices, and Skills to Help You Thrive. by Afton L. Hassett. Will help you evaluate your pain and its triggers, offering straightforward and often surgical techniques to improve it. Using the principles of cognitive-behavioral therapy, you’ll try one new strategy each day for 30 days, from paced breathing and healthy sleep habits to mindfulness and acts of kindness. 269 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

7795959 RELIEVE STRESS: 20 Quick Techniques. by Karin Schubert. In this guide you learn techniques, including acupressure, breathing exercises, and guided imagery, to relieve stress in five minutes or less. Illus. 111 pages. Hazelden. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


7801092 THE POWER OF PRESSURE: Why Pressure Isn’t the Problem, It’s the Solution. by Dane Jensen. Illus. 288 pages. Collins. Pub. at $23.70 $5.95


7813500 ANOTHER ESSAY ON PAIN: How the Body and Mind Experience and Endure Physical Suffering. by Abdul-Ghaalil Lekhnen. 244 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

DVF 777220 GERTSON'S MIND EXPERIENCE: Join Howard Strauss, himself an expert in natural medicine, for a journey to the Amazing Healing Powers of Essential Oils. This journey is a celebration of how essential oils have been praised for their ability to lift moods, treat common health ailments, and enhance one’s appearance. Full of helpful tips, this edition offers essential oil recipes that help promote healthy skin, hair and nails, boost memory retention and concentration and more. 16 pages of color photos. 336 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95
Complementary & Alternative Medicine

784057 GUT HEALTH & PROBIOTICS: The Science Behind the Hype. By Jenny Tscharke. A simplified explanation of probiotics and what they can do for you and to the human body. The reader is asked to understand what probiotics and prebiotics can do for their long-term gut health and how this might affect a broad range of body systems. 90 pages. Well illus. in color. £6.95

785351 HERBS AND SPICES: Natural Alternatives for Healthy Living. By Circe Trenchi. Herbs and plants don’t just provide shade and lighten the mood with their flowers and fruit; they have also been used for centuries in the preparation of remedies for ailments. Filled with recipes and interesting ideas, Trenchi will guide you step by step through the preparation of home-made remedies. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. £11.95

784057 GUT HEALTH & PROBIOTICS: The Science Behind the Hype. By Jenny Tscharke. A simplified explanation of probiotics and what they can do for you and to the human body. The reader is asked to understand what probiotics and prebiotics can do for their long-term gut health and how this might affect a broad range of body systems. 90 pages. Well illus. in color. £6.95

197136 THE NATURE CURE: A Doctor’s Guide to the Science of Natural Medicine. By Andrew Michaleon. Slow, simple, holistic living: cold-water baths, bloodletting, leeches, cupping—these ways of healing have been practiced in different cultures around the world for centuries. Here’s a look at the culmination of his years of research and offers practical guidance in what your body needs to heal. 330 pages. Paperback. Pub. at £16.00. £4.95

1570095 THE CBD BIBLE: Cannabis and the Healing Revolution That Will Change Your Life. By Dani Gordon. Explains how these products work in your body to produce an abundance of positive health effects such as alleviating insomnia, reducing stress and anxiety, and much more. Dr. Gordon also offers essential guidance on dosing, sourcing, different types of products, and much more. £19.95

794009 CBD AND HEMP REMEDIES: A Quick & Easy Guide to Help You Destress, Relax, and Relieve Pain Using Cannabis Products. By Sandra Hinchliffe. Guides you through the types of products available to you in mainstream stores and how to use each one. It introduces you to 75 different ways they can use the products they’ve purchased. Includes recipes for massage oils, hand soaks, lip balms, salt scrubs, and more. ills. in color. 176 pages. £9.95

789490 THE HEALING POWER OF THE BREATH: Simple Techniques to Reduce Stress and Anxiety, Enhance Concentration and Balance Your Emotions. By R.P. Bergh. Here’s a drug-free solution to common stress and mood problems, developed by two physicians. This alternative approach works through the simple breathing techniques drawn from yoga, Buddhist meditation, the Chinese practice of qigong, Orthodox Christian monks, and other sources. 168 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at £19.95. £8.95

7899509 CBD: Transformational Healing with Cannabis and Hemp. By the editors of Whole Life Nature. From soothing beauty formulations and healthy drinks to pillow mists that combat insomnia and, in the case of medicinal cannabis, for the treatment of ailments such as epilepsy and certain cancers. Well illus. in color. £19.95.

4911644 VITAMINS & SUPPLEMENTS FROM A TO Z: Boost Your Immunity & Never Get Sick! Boost your body’s innate powers! That’s where vitamins, minerals and other supplements come in. This comprehensive guide will help you determine which supplements should be an essential part of your health routine and what you should be taking in order to keep the body well. 204 pages. Hampton Press. Paperback. Pub. at £19.95. £14.95

79064X CRYSTAL SHAMANISM: Sacred Earth Medicine Healings. By Rachelle Crivello. Offers100 healing practices to help you build your own spiritual and practical healing to kindle your knowledge of earth medicine. By using crystals, you will experience a shamanic awakening that will assist you to build a strong relationship with the earth. Each chapter contains six different healings that your body needs. £19.95

7806207 THE NATURAL REMEDIES GUIDE: Discover 250 Healing Remedies, from Soothing Herbs and Lemons to Revitalizing Lavender and Crystal. By Rachel Newcombe et al. Nature is a powerhouse of healing remedies, and in this comprehensive guide, the reader will discover the herbs, essential oils, food and drink, and crystals that can benefit your whole being. With recipes, A-Z lists, inspiring and colorful photos, and much more, this healing resource is the perfect blend. 304 pages. Thunder Bay. £24.99. Paperback. £27.99. £17.95

782463 JOURNEYING THROUGH THE INVISIBLE: The Craft of Healing with, and Beyond, Sacred Plants, as Told by a Peruvian Medicine Man. By Hachumak with D.L. Carril. In the past 50 years, Ayahuasca has become increasingly popular around the world. Hachumak’s approach is based on ritualistic simplicity and highlights the importance of Ayahuasca as the ultimate source of forces from Nature. He also introduces the concepts of Soul Consciousness and Suffering Consciousness, and much more. 370 pages. Harper. Pub. at £27.99. £6.95

7959845 THE DOCTOR-APPROVED CANNABIS HANDBOOK: Reverse Disease, Treat Pain, and Enhance Your Wellness with Medical Marijuana and CBD. By Benjamin Caplan. The ultimate resource for navigating research-based cannabis treatments. Dr. Caplan explains how cannabis works, which products are best for specific conditions, and gives practical tips on how to create strong dosages, and more—and all in an easy to understand format that makes improving your health as straightforward as possible. 297 pages. BenBella. Paperback. Pub. at £24.95. £17.95

7954699 THE PHYSICK GARDEN: Ancient Cures for Modern Maladies. By Alchemy. A practical guide to healing plants that have been used across the globe by different generations. But were Italian Renaissance women dining with diced thoughts and belladonna in their eyes? Can comfrey really be used to heal broken bones? Can St. John’s wort scare away more than bad spirits? Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at £24.95. £9.95

7913581 THE CBD BOOK: The Essential Guide to CBD Oil. By Mary Biles. Examines the scientific research and looks at some startling uses for this powerful and promising information on what CBD is, conditions it may help and how to navigate the confusing process of choosing the best CBD product for you. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Thorsen. Pub. at £25.24. £14.95

788744 A WORKING HERBAL DISPENSARY: Respecting Herbs as Individuals. By Lucy Jones. Journey through the physiological actions, energetic qualities, and emotional resonances of individual herbs. Also included are historical insights, magical associations, recipes for the home herbal apothecary, and informal practical guides to the virtues of the herb, illustrate. £29.95

7776551 THE BRAIN ON CANNABIS: What You Should Know About Recreational and Medical Marijuana. By Rebecca Siegel. Delivers the most complete guide yet about the benefits and dangers of marijuana today. Based on the latest scientific research, this easy to read work busts all the myths and helps you navigate the sometimes confusing and often confusing world of marijuana. 288 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at £16.95. £12.95

7950691 ASIAN AMERICAN HERBALISM: Traditional and Modern Healing Practices for Everyday Wellness. By Masako Wilcox. Walks you through the basics of setting up your own herbal pantry at home, why we get sick, the common causes of illness, the energetic and practical concepts like Qi and Yin Yang Theory, and much more. Included are 100 easy and accessible herbal recipes for everyday ailments. Illus. in color. 319 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. Pub. at £29.95. £21.95
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Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery

- 7892969 THE EARNED LIFE: Lose Regret, Choose Fulfillment. By M. Goldsmith & M. Reiter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Illustrates the key stretches, yoga poses and breathing exercises (pranayama) to help you sit comfortably, outlines diet and lifestyle tips and more. With evocative artwork, serene photography and step by step guidance, this is the ultimate guide to preparing for meditation. 176 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

- 7922532 TIME YOUR Body Clock and Experience Healthier Life. By Russell Foster. By dismantling long-standing myths and cutting-edge science, Foster empowers readers to get back into rhythm and live healthier, sharper lives: scheduling meals; timing medications, and aligning their effectiveness with their natural rhythms. Getting better sleep through exposure to natural light; and much more. 466 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95


Healing & the Mind

- 790269 THE BREATHTHROUGH CONNECTION: Unlock the Healing Power of Breathing. By Margaret Townsend. A tool to keep you calm; increase your energy; clarify your thinking; release muscle tightness; enhance your physical, emotional, and spiritual health—even give you a youthful glow. It’s not some miracle app. it’s your brain. Now learn how to harness it. Illus. 366 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

- 7738296 A MIND OF ITS OWN: How Your Brain Distorts and Decieves. By Corinna Rey. The human brain is in fact stubborn, emotional and deceitful, and teaches you everything you want to know about the brain—and plenty you probably didn’t know about. 246 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

- 7935601 THE EARNED LIFE: Lose Regret, Choose Fulfillment. By M. Goldsmith & M. Reiter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Illustrates the key stretches, yoga poses and breathing exercises (pranayama) to help you sit comfortably, outlines diet and lifestyle tips and more. With evocative artwork, serene photography and step by step guidance, this is the ultimate guide to preparing for meditation. 176 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

- 7922532 TIME YOUR Body Clock and Experience Healthier Life. By Russell Foster. By dismantling long-standing myths and cutting-edge science, Foster empowers readers to get back into rhythm and live healthier, sharper lives: scheduling meals; timing medications, and aligning their effectiveness with their natural rhythms. Getting better sleep through exposure to natural light; and much more. 466 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
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